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BY HOLLY HENSCHEN
STAFF WRITER
Major party candidates are the predom-
inant choices for American voters, but
third party and independent candidates
still make attempts for office under differ-
entiating circumstances.
Three alternatives outside of the standard
Democrat or Republican polarity mark the
Coles County ballot this year. Two U.S. sen-
ate candidates are not from major parties, as
well as one state’s attorney candidate.
Eastern alum Todd M. Reardon is running inde-
pendently for state’s attorney. The 32-year-old
Charleston attorney is vying against incumbent
Democrat Steve Ferguson and Republican Rob
Miller for the office of state’s attorney.
Reardon said the state’s attorney’s duty is to rep-
resent the public’s interest in criminal charges and
advise the county board on legal issues. In this
office, he said, holder should be nonpartial and
unbiased.
“It would be impossible to do that if you ran
under a party label,” Reardon said. 
Voters are so party-affiliated, Reardon said, they
would vote anyone who ran for office on their
party’s ticket, even the devil himself.
“I think there’s 20 percent of the population that
would say “Satan’s a wonderful man, he’s just often
BY KATE KONIECZNY
STAFF WRITER
This Halloween, Charleston resi-
dents had nothing to fear as the dorms
opened their doors to children for a
safe trick-or-treating atmosphere.
From 5 to 9 p.m. Sunday, the resi-
dence halls were decked with
Halloween decorations, music and
volunteers in costumes. Resident assis-
tants, executive board members and
students welcomed children of all ages
dressed as fairies and super heroes,
along with their parents, into the lob-
bies and hallways of several residence
halls for organized games and candy.
Each residence hall had
something different to offer
to the children. 
Taylor Hall offered a
variety of games including
bozo buckets and ring
toss. 
About 50 children came
through Taylor Hall during
the festivities before 7:45
p.m. said Margaret Bookie,
president of Taylor Hall
Council and sophomore
special education major.
“We closed early because they
stopped coming,” Bookie said. “Last
year we only did it from 5 to 7 p.m.”
Unlike in Taylor, chil-
dren were able to go door-
to-door in Andrews Hall. 
“RAs escort the kids to
the different floors and the
doors will either be
marked or open if they are
handing out candy,” said
Elizabeth Wiegert, a vol-
unteer at the event and
senior family and con-
sumer science major.
Trick-or-treating in the
residence halls is a tradition
at Eastern, Wiegert said.
“It’s been going on as long as I’ve
been here.”
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BY OLA MOHAMMAD
STAFF WRITER
Eastern hosted its first Black
Alumni Reunion Friday with over
200 guests in attendance.
“I am so happy for the alumni
and what they are giving back,” said
Nate Anderson, chair of the board
of trustees. “I am very proud for the
black alumni.”
Anderson was one of the nine
honorees inducted into the Black
Alumni Hall of Fame. 
The Black Alumni awards a
scholarship in the name of Johnetta
Jones, former director of minority
affairs, and a scholarship in the
name of Anderson.
Each alumni who registered for
the event donated $25 toward these
scholarships.
The Nate Anderson scholarship
is awarded to students who are
enrolled full-time with financial
needs. The student has to have at
least 24 credit hours in order to
qualify for the scholarship. 
The Johnetta Jones scholarship is
awarded to students with full-time
enrollment in the Gateway pro-
gram. The student must have a 2.5
grade point average to qualify for
the scholarship. 
Jones was inducted into the Black
Alumni Hall of Fame as well.
Jones, who died last year, worked
for 26 years as the Director of
African-American Studies and the
Director of Minority Affairs.
“I am forever grateful for the
opportunity that Ms. Jones and
Anderson gave me,” said Jeff
Collier, president of the Black
Student Union. 
Collier was a senior in high
school and his SAT score was below
the minimum standard. He went to
Anderson, who was a superintend-
Alumni give
back toward
scholarships
More inside
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Symphony plays
frightful music
u Greek court
dresses up for
children
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“I hope that it will
enlighten minority
students on the strug-
gles of the past to
have them prosper
for the future.”
KEILA LACY, 
CHAIR OF DIVERSITY AFFAIRS, 
STUDENT SENATE
MICHELLE ARNOLD/THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Children trick-or-treat in the halls of the second floor of Andrews Hall Sunday evening as part of a hall program.
HALLOWEEN
Residents dispense candy 
Third party candidates struggle against
two-party dominance and tradition
BLACK ALUMNI REUNION
SEE REUNION PAGE 9
SEE PARTIES PAGE 9
Third parties offering 
presidential candidates 
u Concerns of People
(Prohibition) Party
uConstitution Party
uGreen Party
uLibertarian Party
uPeace and Freedom Party of
California
uPersonal Choice Party
uReform Party/ Independent
uSocialist Party USA
uSocialist Equality Party
uSocialist Workers Party
uWorkers World Party
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HAVE A SUGGESTION?
If you have any suggestions or ideas
for articles you would like to see in
The Daily Eastern News, feel free to
contact us at 581-2812 or by e-mail
mmeinheit@yahoo.com.
FIND A MISTAKE?
Let us know if you find a factual
error in The News so we can provide
the correct information to other read-
ers. Contact the editor at 581-7936 or
mmeinheit@yahoo.com.
The Daily Eastern News is produced by the 
students of Eastern Illinois University. It is 
published daily Monday through Friday, in
Charleston, Ill., during fall and spring 
semesters and twice weekly during the 
summer term except during school vaca-
tions or examinations. Subscription price:
$50 per semester, $30 for summer, $95 all
year. The Daily Eastern News is a member
of The Associated Press, which is entitled to
exclusive use of all articles appearing in
this paper.
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SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
New voting procedure
may give problems
Provisional voting might play into the election
process in Jackson County, as thousands of mail-in vot-
ers did not provide identification or proof of address
when sending in registration forms.
More than 800 students living on campus, or others that
did not provide proper identification while registering,
must show identification and proof of address at the polls
Tuesday. Otherwise, they must vote on a provisional ballot
and provide identification and proof of address no later
than 4 p.m. Nov. 4 at the Jackson County Clerks Office.
Places on campus taking registration with mail-in
forms, and all other mail-in forms, made identification
optional while those registering with deputy registrars
were required to have identification. Provisional voting is
a new concept introduced to states throughout the nation.
The method was first used in Jackson County's primaries
in March. If an individual claims to be registered but is not
on the general register, he or she can fill out a ballot that will
be verified at a later date.
This new way of voting resulted from the controver-
sy surrounding the Florida election, when potential vot-
ers were turned away from polling places because their
names were not on the general register.
In 2000, people waited anxiously for the results of a
heated presidential race as the debacle over "hanging
chads" raged in Florida. Now in 2004, some analysts
say the country might find itself in a similar situation-
only this time with provisional voting.
A study by the California Institute of Technology and
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology estimated
that nearly half of the 4 million to 6 million voters dis-
enfranchised in the 2000 election were turned away due
to registration problems.
While hanging chads did not account for much con-
fusion in Jackson County, with only 1 percent of ballots
being blank, provisional voting just might, said Jackson
County Clerk Larry Reinhardt.
READ MORE AT WWW.DAILYEGYPTIAN.COM
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SUMO MUSIC
WORD 
DU JOUR
incumbent: 
1: the holder of an
office or ecclesi-
astical benefice
MICHELLE ARNOLD/THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Drum major Jason Bonny, a junior music education major, leads the Panther marching band in
practice for their Halloween Show Friday afternoon.
CORRECTIONS
In Friday’s edition of The Daily Eastern News, Charleston
firefighter John Philpott was incorrectly identified as Dave
Philpott in a photo on page one. A caption for a photo
accompanying the same article incorrectly reported the
number of emergency vehicles that lined the streets to wel-
come Philpott home. There was more than two dozen
vehicles there.
In Thursday’s edition of The News, a few words were omit-
ted from the page 4 column. The sentence should have
read, “My assumptions of Schroeder of being a very nar-
row-minded individual when it comes to foreign relations
is a perfect example.”
The News regrets these errors.
WTF?
Woman allegedly steals boyfriend’s ashes
PORTAGE, Wis. — Sheriff's
deputies have arrested a woman for
digging up her dead boyfriend's ashes
from a Columbia County cemetery
more than 10 years ago and drinking
the beer that was buried with him,
possibly out of spite for his family. 
Karen Stolzmann, now 44, was
arrested Tuesday in a case Columbia
County Detective Wayne Smith calls
"twisted and bizarre." 
Sheboygan County District
Attorney Joe De Cecco said
Thursday he would likely determine
this week if possession charges
should be filed in his county since
the urn was found at Stolzmann's
Sheboygan home. A call to the
Columbia County district attorney's
office was not immediately returned
Thursday. Stolzmann has already
been charged with a misdemeanor
count of concealing stolen property. 
Michael Hendrickson, 27, died in
1992 from a self-inflicted gunshot
wound. His family contacted authori-
ties three weeks ago because they
found out his remains had been stolen. 
An exhumation revealed
Hendrickson's cremated remains were
missing from Cambria Cemetery in
Cambria. Beer and cigarettes that were
buried with him were also missing. 
Sheriff's deputies investigated and
were led to Stolzmann. Detectives
searched her home and found her
hiding in the shower. 
The remains, located in her
garage, had "identifiable things to
make us believe they're
(Hendrickson's)," Smith said. 
Some of Hendrickson's memora-
bilia was also recovered, but Smith
believes Stolzmann drank the beer
buried with the remains. 
COUNTING
DOWN
1
Day until the vot-
ing booths open
Tuesday
FRIDAY
50
30
Partly cloudy
THURSDAY
54
34
Partly cloudy
WEDNESDAY
53
37
Mostly sunny
TUESDAY
51
34
Showers
TODAY
60
48
Thunder storms
This week we
ask our readers
which election
outcome will
effect students
the most.
A) The presiden-
tial election
between George
Bush, John Kerry
and third party
candidates.
B) The Illinois
senatorial race
between
Republican Alan
Keyes and
Democrat Barak
Obama.
C) Illinois state
House
Republican
Chapin Rose’s
uncontested race.
D) None of the
above.
VOTE @
WWW.THEDAI-
LYEASTERN-
NEWS.COM
Last week we
asked our read-
ers who they will
vote for in this
year’s presiden-
tial election on
Nov. 2... 
6%
9 VOTES
A) It’s my right to
keep that infor-
mation private ...
actually, I haven’t
decided yet. 
40%
60 VOTES
B) Incumbent
Rep. George W.
Bush because he
talks good. 
51%
77 VOTES
C) Dem. John
Kerry because I
like waffles for
breakfast.
3%
5 VOTES
D) Why would I
waste my vote on
these scrubs. 
This is not a sci-
entific poll. 
ONLINE POLL
 
BY KYLE MAYHUGH
STAFF WRITE
Eastern students will have the
opportunity to see farther than ever
before, thanks to the new campus
observatory.
“We want people to come out and
see the stars,” said Anne Perez, vice
president of the Astronomy Club.
The new observatory was dedicat-
ed Friday to a group of students, fac-
ulty and the community.
The dedication was limited by the
weather, with clouds covering the sky
for most of the night. The weather
allowed only occasional viewing of
the moon between the clouds.
“It didn’t look like we’d be able to
do anything, there were squall lines
all over coming from the west,” said
James Conwell,  physics professor
who directed the project.
The 16 by 30 foot building has a
rotating dome with a retractable
opening. It is located on the south-
west corner of campus, in between
O’Brien Stadium and the intramural
softball fields.
The observatory is the home of a
new 16 inch Schmidt-Cassegrain tele-
scope, capable of seeing celestial sights
as far as five billion light-years away.
When fully-assembled, the tele-
scope weighs 800 pounds and sits on
a mount specifically designed to this
longitude on the globe.
The telescope is computer con-
trolled and can be used from the
observatory’s control room or com-
puters in the physics department.
Physics students, faculty and the
Astronomy Club will all have access
to the observatory.
Conwell said one of the first uses
of the telescope will be as part of a
network of telescopes searching for
supernovas (exploding stars).
“Telescopes of this size are useful
for finding objects in a large area of
the sky,” Conwell said.  “We’ll get an
alert to search in a certain area of the
sky and then let the bigger facilities
know where they are.”
The physics department plans to
hold public sessions about once a
month.The project began three years
ago with Eastern students complet-
ing the construction.  
To control costs, the project used
resources available from around cam-
pus such as concrete left over from
the Booth Library renovation.
The power of the telescope is not
in magnification but in its sensitivity
to light, Conwell said.
The Andromeda galaxy looks sev-
eral times the size of the full moon
from Earth, Conwell explained, but
is so dim that it can’t be detected by
the naked eye.
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BY LAUREN EVERETTE
STAFF WRITER
The Public Relations Student Society of
America will be hosting a panel tonight where
participants will share stories and experiences
from their trip to a national public relations con-
vention in October.
Six Eastern students of PRSSA will be partic-
ipating in the panel at 6 p.m. in the Paris Room
of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
Brian Sowa and Terri Lynn Johnson, co-advis-
ers for Eastern’s PRSSA chapter, joined with
Katie Benjamin, Lisa Flam, Genevieve Cyrs,
Megan Neubauer, Danielle Alexander and
Rachel Savas to experience the national conven-
tion Oct. 22 through Oct. 26.
“The students learned things every minute,”
Johnson said.
Sowa said the students gained valuable experi-
ence during the trip.
“Students will get a sense of what conferences
are like.” Sowa said. “There is a charge of excite-
ment in the air.”
About 1,500 students attended the conven-
tion as did about 2,500 professionals from all
over the United States. 
The Public Relations Society of America, the
organization for public relations professionals,
also met at the convention. The students and
professionals gathered to hear speakers such as
Donald Trump, Larry King and Ken Aulotta, a
columnist for The New Yorker.
The students and professionals went sepa-
rate ways for learning sessions. The conven-
tion also gave the students a chance to see
New York City. For entertainment, the stu-
dents were able to see the Broadway musical
“Rent” as well as a ballet.
“I know they had a fantastic time,” Johnson
said. “They did neat things.”
Johnson said the panel discussion will be
“interesting to anyone who has an interest in
public relations.”
Student public relations to hold panel on trip to New York
COLIN MCAULIFFE /THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Professor Conwell guides the new telescope to his son, David Conwell, a junior physics major, in late September at
the observatory behind the intramural fields. The observatory opened to the public Saturday night. 
A new level of star gazing 
BY LAMON WOODS
STAFF WRITER
Many students around campus
may wonder about the quality of food
served in Eastern’s dining halls and
where it comes from.  
Mark Hudson, director of housing
and dining, said many students don’t
give the food served in dining halls
enough credit.
“There’s always been  a huge mis-
conception about the food here on
campus,” Hudson said. “Some stu-
dents tend to think that the food we
serve is cheap or second-rate, and that
is surely not the case.”
Eastern has a contract with a com-
pany in St. Louis called U.S. Foods.
The company sends trucks to campus
everyday with food for the following
day, he said. 
“They’re basically our big grocery
store,” Hudson said. “We pay for the
same food that most students and their
families pay for and have in their
homes.”
Hudson said Eastern uses money
from room and board and other resi-
dence hall fees related to dining to pay
for the food.
“Annually, we receive a grocery bill
from U.S. Foods for over 3 million
dollars,” he said. 
While some students complain
about the food served in dining halls, a
lot of students don’t mind it. They
enjoy the options Eastern’s dining serv-
ices offer, and dining halls are con-
stantly offering new options to satisfy
students.
“I love the stir-fry at Carman,”
said Brad Jones, a junior computer
information systems major. “It
shakes things up a bit for Carman.
I’m happy they added it (to the
menu).”
Besides the stir-fry at Carman, din-
ing services are “shaking things up” in
other places across campus. Other
new additions include “make your
own pizza” at Thomas and breakfast
skillets at Taylor. The Union food
court has also added the Greek
Odyssey Cafe. 
These changes were added to
improve variety.
Despite new options, many stu-
dents like the traditional food the din-
ing services are known for.
“Grilled cheese Wednesday is proba-
bly the best day ever,” said Dan
Bustamante, a junior political science
major.
When it comes to what is served in
the dining halls, Hudson said students
have a lot more power than they think
they do.
“We survey one-third of all the
students in each of the halls and ask
them questions concerning just
about everything, including food
served in the dining services,”
Hudson said. “With the feedback
we receive, each dining hall’s com-
mittee meets and discusses the
results, and that’s how you get the
menu.”
So whether students want to make
their own sandwich at Stevenson or
make a pizza at Thomas, the options
are there.
Eat up.
Dining Hall food
gets rotten rap
New observatory
dedicated Friday
Food fresher
than students
give credit
   
Early voting has gained tremendous
momentum recently and is an indicator of how
motivated people are about this presidential
election.
In states where early voting is possible, large
numbers of voters have gone to the polls to
cast a ballot, The New York Times reported
Friday.
More than 350,000 people have voted early
in North Carolina, 149,476 in Florida,
100,000 in Louisiana, and 38 percent of regis-
tered voters in Oregon, according to The Times.
These numbers show an increase in previous
early voting numbers and an increased interest
of voting in general. 
Low voter turnout and a sense of voter apathy have
been an issue of concern for years. Subsequent voter
drives and campaigns have been created specifically to
counter the lack of turn-out and interest.
The results of early voting are a positive indicator that
people are becoming more politically involved and are
taking a more active role. 
The early voting system helps encourage this
involvement and makes it easier for people to get
to the polls if they are unable to on election day.  
Early voting in many states has replaced
absentee voting and allows people to vote in
person or by mail several weeks before the elec-
tion. The rules may vary from state to state, but
the results seem to be the same; very positive.
More states should adopt an early voting sys-
tem because it allows citizens to vote on their
own time, and anything that gets people
involved in the voting process can only be
viewed as a positive.
The recent results of voter turnout are a pre-
view of the involvement that can be expected at
polls across the nation on Tuesday.
The early voting system helps take advantage of the
passion voters may have and ensures their votes are count-
ed, no matter what their reasons are for casting a ballot
early.
This Tuesday will decide who our next command-
er-in-chief, president and nation’s leader will be for
the next four years.
As students, we have the opportunity to decide
who our local legislatures will be. It is tremendously
important we all get out and vote tomorrow. For
many students this is only their first presidential elec-
tion and some just their second.
I urge all the students who are registered to get out
and vote and let your voice be heard. We as a stu-
dent body need to make an impact and show our
voice.  We decide who our leaders are by who we
vote for.
A common saying is that one’s vote does not
count.  But I will tell you every vote counts and we
as a Student Body can make sure our votes count
even more if we vote together.
For example, if you and a friend go to the polls
and vote without conferring, most likely you will
cancel each other’s votes out by voting for opposite
candidates.  What I would like to offer is some
insight on this. The Daily Eastern News has decided
not to endorse anybody which is a surprise by most.
Almost everyone has already decided who they are
voting for president but it is the many other posi-
tions that will affect us on a more local level that
should be just as important.  So, I have carefully
researched who I think are the
best candidates for students and
who will do the very best job at
their position.  
These are the positions that do
not get as much attention but
will have more involvement with
us here in Charleston and Coles
County.  These are my endorse-
ments that I would like to see
the Student Body come together
to show our local legislatures we
have a voice.  United States
Senate: Barack Obama (D); 15th
Congressional District
Congressman: David Gill (D);
110th Representative District
Representative: Chapin Rose (R); Circuit County
Clerk: Vicki Kirkpatrick (R); County State’s
Attorney: Steve Ferguson (D); County Coroner
Mike Nichols and 5th Judicial Circuit Court Judge:
Teresa Righter (R).
These candidates are candidates who are most
qualified and who would benefit students the most.
Each of them have shown consistent positive regard
for the rights of college-aged students, ensuring we
have the ability to pay for college including financial
aid support and Pell grant opportunities.
They have stood up for students with regard to
legal issues that affect us in the Charleston area and
have in various ways been a strong advocate for
Eastern to ensure its institution of higher education
received the proper levels of support most specifically
through the state legislature in Springfield.
I urge everyone to go out and vote and show these
legislators we care about our community.  This elec-
tion provides us with the opportunity to make
Eastern a political focal point and increase legislative
involvement.
You are allowed to bring a listing of candidates or
this newspaper into the polls with you. The polls are
open tomorrow from 6 a.m.-7p.m.
Depending on where they live a majority of stu-
dents will vote either in the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union or the Wesley Foundation
Church.  Get out and let yourself be heard, GO
VOTE.
NOT CASTING A VOTE IS A
COWARDLY ACT
To put it simply, Ms. Anderson's
column in Wednesday’s edition of
The Daily Eastern News is nothing
short of anarchy. 
Choosing not to vote is not "cast-
ing" your vote, it is called being a
coward, being lazy or failing to edu-
cate yourself on the pros and cons of
the candidates, their platforms and
the issues.
It does not have to be the "lesser of
two evils" if you open yourself up to
being positive about politics. Being
slapped in the face with the right or
left hand is nothing compared to
what could happen when you slap
the face of democracy.
The focus of the column seems to
be on the negative aspects of elec-
tions, but it fails to see the big pic-
ture. Does she realize that leaving a
portion of the ballot blank means
that ballot is spoiled and will not be
counted?
As American citizens we vote to
perpetuate something most of us
value and that is democracy.
Democracy is what gives us the right
to vote, and in some people's case,
the right not to.
This might seem dramatic, but
what would happen if everyone
chose not to vote?
The hope of democracy would
erode, and Ms. Anderson may find
herself without a choice to make. 
MIA SEGROVES
SENIOR HEALTH STUDIES MAJOR
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters
to the editor addressing local, state, national and international issues.
They should be less than 250 words and include the authors’ name,
telephone number and address. Students should indicate their year in
school and major. Faculty, administration and staff should indicate
their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be veri-
fied will not be printed. We reserve the right to edit letters for length.
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzzard
Hall, Charleston IL 61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to
mmeinheit@yahoo.com.
EDITORIAL
YOUR TURN: LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
EDITORIAL CARTOON BY MICHAEL ABERNATHY
The right choices for
Eastern students
COLUMN
CHRISTOPHER
GETTY
SENIOR 
COMMUNICATION
STUDIES
Getty is Student
Body President
and a guest
columnist for
The Daily Eastern
News.
“They have stood up for
students with regard to
legal issues that affect
us in the Charleston
area, and have in 
various ways been a
strong advocate for
Eastern. ”
The editorial is the majority opinion of 
The Daily Eastern News editorial board.
At issue
Early voting for
the presidential
election.
Our stance
The early 
voting system
allows for more
people to get
involved in the
political
process of
choosing a
president. 
Early voting is good for turnout
 
BY CHRIS WALDEN
STAFF WRITER
Spectators of all ages listened to and
watched the Eastern Symphony
Orchestra perform during
Halloween’s Fright Night concert.
By 6 p.m., the audience totaled
more than 100 people, many of them
younger children as well as Eastern
students, both in costume.
Witches, wizards, ghosts, clowns,
farmers, angels, devils, princesses, super
heroes and skeletons were among those
who came to be entertained.
Before conductor Richard Rossi
came onstage, Frankenstein’s monster,
played by Matthew Walicke, a gradu-
ate student conductor at Eastern, hob-
bled out instead and conducted the
orchestra for its opening piece, “Mars”
from “The Planets.”
Soon after “Mars” was finished, two
costumed stagehands carried a black
coffin to the conductor’s stand and
Dracula emerged.
Applause broke out for Dracula’s
alter ego, otherwise known as Rossi.  
Almost all of the orchestra’s per-
formers, including the conductor,
were dressed up for Halloween.
Rossi invited the costumed children
in the audience to come down to the
ground level and parade around to his
“Funeral March of a Marionette.”
While the winners were being cho-
sen for the costume contest, Rossi
invited the children up front to partic-
ipate in the next piece.
First, Rossi told a ghost story while
conducting “Danse Macabre,” which
featured ghosts, skeletons, the wind
and death itself.
Rossi gave a lesson in music by
introducing children to the different
themes throughout the song which
included separate tunes for each char-
acter in the story.
Once the children learned what the
themes sounded like, Rossi split them
up into groups to play the part of their
assigned theme in the song.
Singers from Eastern’s Concert
Choir also helped them along by
singing out how to spell Halloween.
Once the interactive dance was
complete, prizes were awarded to cos-
tume contest winners in categories
such as most original and most scary.
The next piece, “In the Hall of the
Mountain King,” featured the fiction-
al character Peer Gynt as well as the
children from the last performance.
The children acted as the trolls who
chased Peer around Sunday at the
McAfee Auditorium, the pace picking
up with the song’s increasing tempo.
Accurate to the old folk tale, Peer
narrowly escaped the “trolls” as they
all fell down at the end of the piece.
Following the chase were two pieces
utilizing the projector and movie
screen. 
Rossi led the orchestra in playing
background music to the Power Point
presentation about the origin of witch-
es, as well as all the different kinds of
witches in stories told worldwide.
The orchestra finale was a montage
of movie clips from “Harry Potter and
the Chamber of Secrets.” 
The orchestra played several themes
from the Harry Potter movies, adjust-
ing its music to the scenes on the
screen.
The concert ended with a standing
ovation and Rossi welcomed the chil-
dren to get some candy from the many
fraternities and sororities in the gym.
Children and their parents exited
the auditorium after collecting sweets
from the costumed Greek students.
“I liked how the orchestra used the
projector for the visual portion of the
concert,” said Nate Rawley, a sopho-
more English education major dressed
like the Jolly Green Giant. “I thought
it was creative, especially with all the
audience involvement.”
Rossi said he had always wanted to
do a concert like this because
Charleston had never had one before.
“Usually, orchestra concerts are for
the high-tuned fine arts adults. The
little kids wouldn’t be able to stand it,”
Rawley said. “The kids got to run
around and do stuff tonight.”
Among members from five organiza-
tions handing out candy to the children
was Kappa Kappa Psi member Amber
Phemister, a junior psychology major.
Phemister, dressed as Hermione
Granger from the Harry Potter
movies, enjoyed the concert. 
“I came because I really like our
orchestra and because I like Harry
Potter,” Phemister said.  “The Mars
music was so great. You could really
feel it through the floor. The Harry
Potter music sounded great. Rossi
really outdid himself.”
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Place Your DEN Personal
...because plenty of cute
chicks read it daily!
Surprise
your friends with a
Birthday Ad in the Den!
581-2816
FLU
clin-
ic
for high
r i s k
students
ONLY
Tues  Nov  2nd    8:30 - 11:30 am
Brian’s 
Place
Open Tues. Fri. Sat. 9-1
Night Club
Sports Bar
Open 7 days a week
Largest dance club in Coles County
21st & Broadway in Mattoon
234-4151
BY KRISTY MELLENDORF
STAFF WRITER
Cowboys, princesses and ghosts were some
of the disguises roaming Greek Court
Sunday in search of candy and fun. 
Ghost s ,  Greeks ,  and Gobl ins ,
h o s t e d  b y  t h e  Na t i o n a l  Pa n -
HellenicCouncil, Interfraternity Council
and Penhellenic Council, gave area chil-
dren a chance to dress up, trick-or-treat
for candy and paint small pumpkins to
take home on Halloween. 
“This year has been an eight out of 10.
The kids really seem to enjoy it,” said Sarah
Giebal, a senior special education major and
coordinator of the event. 
Mitch Forney, a sophomore English
major and coordinator of the event,  said
this is the fourth year the greek community
has had the event.
Giebel and Forney spent one month plan-
ning the event. All the greek houses on cam-
pus donate pumpkins; this year 50 were
donated for the event, Giebel said.
Forney said each house hands out a dif-
ferent type of candy and each house pro-
vides five bags for the children. 
“The candy is done in this way so that the
kids don’t receive a lot of the same candy, and
so that the kids are safe in the candy they
receive,” Forney said.
Because this year’s turnout was so great,
some houses ran out of candy by 7 p.m. 
This really showed that the kids and
parents really enjoyed it and thought this
was a better way to trick -or-treat for their
children.  
“I can definitely see improvement in the
attendance,” he said. 
Kelsey Lawson, a 9-year-old who attends
Jefferson Ashmore Elementary School, has
attended the event every year that it
has been held. 
“I am having fun and everyone is really
nice,” Lawson said. 
Bailey Livingston, a 7-year-old who
attends Carl Sandburg Elementary School,
dressed as Luke Skywalker to trick-or-treat. 
“I like it ‘cuz I get a lot of candy and a
pumpkin,” Livingston said.
Ghosts, Greeks and Goblins lasted
from 5:30 to 8 p.m. in the cul-de-sac of
Greek Court.
Greeks give out Halloween treats
MICHELLE ARNOLD/THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Matthew Walicke, a graduate assistant in the conducting program, leads the
Eastern Symphony Orchestra dressed as Frankenstein’s monster during the
‘Fright Night’ concert  Sunday evening in McAfee Auditorium.
Creatures of horror, Harry
Potter embodied by music
COLIN MCAULIFFE/THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Kristen Kniepkamp, a junior biology major drops candy
into the bag of Presley Martin, 4, of Charleston, outside
ofthe Kappa Delta House Sunday evening.
     
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
PARIS -- An emotional memorial service
was held in this small eastern Illinois town
for the five members of the Illinois Army
National Guard’s 1544th Transportation
Company killed during the war in Iraq.
Only one National Guard unit in the
country, located in Oregon, has lost more
soldiers, according to state officials.
“This unit has been hit hard,” Illinois
National Guard Col. Ron Morrow said
during Saturday’s memorial service. “But
this unit has never disobeyed an order. This
unit has never refused a mission. And this
unit has never failed.”
The service was held in the 1544th’s
armory, and family members of the dead sol-
diers rang a replica of the Liberty Bell, which
was brought from Texas for the event.
Outside, five white crosses dotted the lawn.
The unit _ which draws most of its mem-
bers from Paris and surrounding towns _
arrived in Iraq in March. Sgt. Ivory Phipps,
44, of Chicago was killed a day after the
soldiers reached their base when a mortar
round hit while he was unloading a truck.
Spc. Jeremy Ridlen, 23, of Clinton, was
killed two months later when a dump truck
rigged with a bomb exploded near a convoy
in which the 1544th was traveling.
Sgt. Shawna Morrison, 26, of Paris, and
Spc. Charles Lamb, 23, of Martinsville,
were killed in September when mortar
rounds struck their base.
The unit suffered its fifth death on Oct.
6 when Sgt. Jessica Cawvey, 21, of
Mahomet, was killed in an explosion near
her convoy. She left behind a 6-year-old
daughter named Sierra who says her moth-
er is “in heaven now.”
FATHER ACCUSED SAYS POLICE
PRESSURED HIM
JOLIET -- A Wilmington man accused of
killing his 3-year-old daughter issued a state-
ment in which he proclaimed his innocence
and accused Will County detectives of pressur-
ing and threatening him during questioning.
“They became very abusive, yelling and
screaming at me that I had killed her,”
Kevin Fox, 27, said in a statement released
Saturday by his attorney, Kathleen Zellner.
“ ... I have never been under this kind of
pressure in my life. I was isolated, alone
and terrified.”
Will County Sheriff Paul Kaupas called
Fox’s allegations “a little ridiculous. ...
None of that ever took place.”
Fox is being held on $25 million bond
on charges of first-degree murder and crim-
inal sexual assault in the death of his
daughter, Riley. Shortly after he reported
her missing on June 6, hikers discovered
her body in a creek four miles from their
Wilmington home.
When Fox was charged last week, authori-
ties said it was the result of a videotaped
statement he gave after voluntarily coming in
for questioning on Tuesday night.
Kaupas said Fox told investigators he
decided to make Riley’s death look like an
abduction after he thought he had acciden-
tally killed her by hitting her in the head
with a bathroom door.
In his public statement Saturday, Fox
said he was held in a locked area at the Will
County sheriff ’s office for 14 hours and
that he repeatedly asked for his father, so
that his father could hire a lawyer, but that
this requests were denied.
INCREASED NUMBER OF NONRESI-
DENT HUNTING PERMITS SOUGHT
SPRINGFIELD -- A recently filed feder-
al lawsuit seeks to do away with restrictions
on the number of deer hunting permits
that can be issued to out-of-state bow
hunters.
The Illinois Department of Natural
Resources set the number of permits for
nonresident archery deer hunters at 15,000
for the 2004-05 season, but the complaint
filed Tuesday by a group of outfitters seeks
to have that restriction removed.
The 15,000 permits were quickly
snatched up when they went on sale this
summer, and the plaintiffs say they lost
business when customers who had booked
hunts in advance were unable to secure
permits.
Joe Gizdic of Tall Tine Outfitters says the
average hunter spends about $2,000 at his
business.
“I lost 15 hunters because they got put
on hold, couldn’t get through or got the
wrong information,” he said. “On a very
tight budget, it is very tough to lose
$30,000.”
The lawsuit names DNR and agency
director Joel Brunsvold as defendants.
Citing department policy not to com-
ment on pending litigation, DNR
spokesman Joe Bauer would not com-
ment.
STUDY CAUTIONS OF THOUSANDS
INJURED EACH YEAR BY BB GUNS 
CHICAGO -- They are often thought of
as toys, but BB guns and other nonpowder
guns are sometimes lethal and injure as
many as 21,000 Americans each year,
according to a new report.
Nonpowder guns kill an average of four
Americans yearly, and from 1990 to 2000,
there were 39 such deaths _ 32 of children
younger than 15, according to the report in
November’s issue of Pediatrics.
The report, published Monday, comes
just two weeks after the BB gun death
of an 8-year-old South Carolina boy
accidentally killed by a 13-year-old
friend. The pellet pierced the boy’s
heart, said Richland County Coroner
Gary Watts.
EVENTS PLANNED FOR SOUSA
SESQUICENTENNIAL CELEBRATION
CHAMPAIGN -- Some events planned dur-
ing the Sousa Sesquicentennial Celebration and
the observance of American Music Month at the
University of Illinois in November:
Nov. 2-28 - “Stars, Stripes, Sousa:
Celebrating the John Philip Sousa
Sesquicentennial,” an exhibit of Sousa
memorabilia from the Sousa Archive, the
Library of Congress and the U.S. Marine
Band Library. Krannert Art Museum, 500
E. Peabody Drive, Champaign.
Nov. 5 - “Chicks and Bells: Music of the
American Antebellum,” a concert of 19th
century brass and parlor music. 7:30 p.m.,
Smith Memorial Hall, 805 S. Matthews
Ave., Urbana.
Paris holds memorial for five soldiers killed in Iraq
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HOUSING &
DINING GUIDE
Coming Soon.....
November 9th
If you purchase nine or more inches in the
Housing and Dining guide, you will receive a
FREE 2x2 advertisement in the next week’s
paper. Also, Half Page ads are on sale for
$375.00.  That is $75.00 off the open
rate!!!  For more information call
217-581-2816
STATE
BRIEFS
BY ALAINA TOSH
STAFF WRITER
Vandalism can be easily noticed around college cam-
puses and ranges from writing in bathroom stalls to bro-
ken windows.
During the 2002-03 school year, more than $25,000
in damage was done to Eastern’s campus, said Mark
Hudson, director of Housing and Dining.
Still, many students don’t think vandalism is a prob-
lem.
“Vandalism isn’t really a problem (at Eastern),”
said Joy Hoffman, a resident assistant at Carman
Hall. “There are a few small things, but nothing 
really big.”
Carlea Gartland, a senior psychology major, said the
most common vandalism
she sees is writing in bath-
room stalls.
“I hardly notice it any-
more,” she said. “Seeing it
every day becomes normal
and you become desensi-
tized by it.” 
Hudson said acts such
as writing on bathroom
stalls make up about 40
percent of all vandalism
around campus. The other
60 percent is accidental, he
said.
“Broken doors and
holes in the walls are the
most common repairs that have to be made,” Hudson
said.
One of the main causes of accidents is students do not
pay attention to what they are doing, he said.
Because of the vandalism on campus, Project Panther
P.R.I.D.E. was developed in fall 2002.
Project Panther P.R.I.D.E.’s  purpose is to help stu-
dents become more aware of their actions and think
before committing an act of vandalism.  
Jody Stone, assistant director of Housing and Dining,
said he decided to start Project Panther P.R.I.D.E. at
Eastern after he heard of a similar program at
Bridgewater College in New Jersey that was showing pos-
itive results.
“We started the project in Carman in ‘02. It was a suc-
cess there so we decided to spread it to the rest of cam-
pus,” Store said.
Stone said flyers used to be posted on hall floors
telling residents they had to pay a floor fine if an act of
vandalism occurred, but now that Project Panther
P.R.I.D.E. has begun, flyers are posted asking residents
to tell an RA if they know anything about a specific act
of vandalism.
Stone said only if there is no response within a certain
period of time a floor fine will be implemented. 
If someone goes to an RA and helps find the vandal-
ism, the whole floor no longer has to be punished.
Posters to raise awareness about the cost of vandalism
are another part of Project Panther P.R.I.D.E., and each
year, posters have gone up around campus to educate stu-
dents and help the program reach its goal, Hudson said.
The program’s goal for the signs is to stick in students’
minds so they will be more careful and less destructive to
the buildings, Hudson said.
“The program tries to make students more aware of
what they do and ask them, instead of tell them, what to
do,” Stone said.
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C. Steve Ferguson
www.e lect  Steve
COLES COUNTY
STATE’S ATTORNEY
HOLDING CRIMINALS
ACCOUNTABLE
-8 First Degree Murder Convictions-6 at trial
-Increased case filings
-Over 4500 years in prison sentences for convicted criminals
-Over 600 years in prison sentences for sex offenders
-Nearly $200,000 collected from asset forfeitures from drug dealers
-Plus $95,000 collected from drug dealers in civil liability penalties
-Over $2 million collected in delinquent child support
-Nearly $2 million collected in restitution for victims
EXPERIENCE-DEDICATION-PERFORMANCE
paid for by Friends of Stevce Ferguson
We want
you...
to advertise in the DEN
Call 581-2816 for info
STEP SHOW
MICHELLE ARNOLD/THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Above and Below: The women of Zeta Phi Beta sorority perform for a large
crowd in Lantz Arena Friday night at the Johnetta Jones Memorial Step Show.
Panther P.R.I.D.E takes
action against vandalism
“We started the
project in
Carman in ‘02. It
was a success”
JODIE STONE, 
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF
HOUSING AND DINING
DANNY WILLIAMS/THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Bathrooms: one of the usual suspects for graffiti on
campus.
 
Tired of flipping burgers? Try
telephone service sales at
Consolidated Market Response!
Now hiring for part-time
evenings & Saturdays. $7 per
hour plus comissions. Apply
today! 700 W. Lincoln Ave Chas.
217-639-1135.
________________________11/1
WANTED: Tutor for high school
sophmore in geometry and
chemistry please call by 9 pm
549-1816
______________________11/10
2005-2006 6 bedroom house, 2
bath, furnished, W&D, pd.
garbage & water, $250/mo., 10
mo. lease, females only. 708-
341-3940
________________________11/1
VILLAGE RENTALS: Renting for
2005-2006.  Furnished
Houses/Apartments.  1-2-3
Bedroom Near Campus.  Call for
an appointment.  (217) 345-
2516  Equal Housing
Opportunity.
________________________11/1
For rent: spacious three bedroom
home close to campus, 1403
Ninth St., no pets, ample park-
ing, $250 per month per student
plus utilities. Call Dustin for
showing 630-302-2676.
________________________11/4
Apartments 2005: 2&3 bed-
room near campus. Check ‘em
out! www.eiuapts.com 345-
2416.
________________________11/4
Houses 2005: Across from cam-
pus. 4&5 people needed. Check
‘em out! www.eiuapts.com 345-
2416.
________________________11/4
Very nice 2 bdrm 2 bath apt for
rent. W/D, dishwasher. No pets.
Leases available January and
August. Call 345-9267.
________________________11/5
Available Now and for 2005. 1
bedroom in 3 bedroom house.
1811 11th. 217-821-1970.
______________________11/10
NEW 2 bdrm house for Fall
2005, only 2 blocks from cam-
pus. 2152 11th Street. Clean
and convenient, $300/per-
son/mo. 12 month lease. No
pets. 345-9595.
________________________11/5
Cute efficiency, close to campus,
$325 per month all utilities paid
male only no smoking no pets
345-3232 days.
________________________11/5
EASTERN ILLINOIS PROPERTIES
NOW SHOWING FOR FALL
2005: 2,3,4,5,6,7 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS, DUPLEXES &
HOUSES AVAILABLE 345-6210
or 549-0212 Ask for Melissa
www.eiprops.com
________________________11/5
PARK PLACE APARTMENTS: 1
unit available now. Also showing
for Spring and Fall ‘05. Fully fur-
nished,free parking. For ques-
tions and appointments call
Autumn at 348-1479
______________________11/15
05-06’ 5,4,3,2 BEDROOM
HOUSES. TWO BEDROOM/TWO
BATHROOM APARTMENT. REA-
SONABLE 348-5032
______________________11/16 
PANTHER PADS has 2,4 and 6
bedroom, unfurnished houses
for rent for 2005-2006 1-2
blocks from campus. CLEAN and
WELL MAINTAINED. $320/per-
son/mo. 12 mo. lease. NO pets.
Call 345-3148 or check us out at
www.pantherpads.com.
______________________11/19
Now renting Fall/Spring ‘05-’06. 1,
2, 3, and 4 bedroom apartments.
11 month lease.  Security required.
No pets.  348-8305 or 549-9092.
________________________12/3
1 and 3 bedroom apartments.
Available January 2005.  5 month
lease, security required.  No pets.
348-8305 or 549-9092.
________________________12/3
Awesome 4 bedroom house, 1
1/2 baths, C/A, W/D included.
#1 Orchard Drive, behind
McDonalds.  $1200 per month.
(217) 367-5292 for appointment.
________________________12/3
3 bedroom apt. 2 blocks from
campus. $235 per mo each. No
pets. 345-3554
______________________12/13
For 2005-2006.  Luxury apart-
ments, townhouses, and student
rental houses all excellent loca-
tions.  Prices vary.  For more infor-
mation call us at 345-0652 or look
us up at www.myeiuhome.com
_________________________00
1 bdm apts for August ‘05/’06.
PP&W PROPERTIES-2 EXCEL-
LENT LOCATIONS. ONE BLOCK
AND ONE AND ONE HALF
BLOCKS NORTH OF OLD MAIN
ON SIXTH STREET. One or two
person leases. Central heat and
AC, laundry facility. Trash service
and off street parking included.
Perfect for serious student or cou-
ples. 348-8249.
_________________________00
EXCEPTIONALLY ECONOMI-
CAL! 1 bedroom apartment with
loft. Furnished for single or a
couple. $380/month for one,
$430/month for two. 1/2 of a
duplex-1 block north of O’Brien
Field. For school year 2005-
2006. Call Jan 345-8350.
_________________________00 
Available Now Spacious 2
Bedroom Apts. Ex cond, Next to
EIU Student Rec. Parking & Trash
included. No pets. 345-7286.
www.jwilliamsrentals.com
_________________________00
www.jwilliamsrentals.com CHECK
US OUT FOR YOUR NEXT
APARTMENT. Leasing now 1 & 2
bedroom units. Good locations,
nice apartments, off street parking,
trash paid. No pets. 345-7286.
_________________________00
House close to campus for 3 to 4
students. Two bathrooms, wash-
er/dryer, low utilities. 348-0614.
_________________________00
For Fall ‘05 1,2,and 3 bed-
rooms for close to campus. 4
locations to choose from. Call
345-6533
_________________________00
BUCHANAN ST. APTS: 1,2,&3
BDRM APTS AVAILABLE FOR FALL
04-05. PLENTY OF OFF STREET
PARKING, WATER AND TRASH
INCLUDED. CALL 345-1266
_________________________00
Lincolnwood Pinetree has  2&3
BR apts. available for second
semester. Call 345-6000 
_________________________00
Newly remodeled two bedroom
apartments complexly furnished,
parking, laundry, FREE DSL Fast
internet, $490. 913 and 917 4th
St. 235-0405 or 317-3085. 
_________________________00
Rooms for rent. Two guys need three
roommates. House west of square.
AC, washer, dryer. Phone 345-9665
_________________________00
VERY AFFORDABLE: Now leas-
ing 1,2,and 3 bedroom apart-
ments,three bedroom house. All
within two blocks of campus.
Call 345-5373 or 549-5593
_________________________00
AVAIL. JAN 05-2 BR furn. apt.
with stove, refrig., microwave,
A/C. Trash pd. 2003 S. 12th St.
Ph. 348-7746
_________________________00
AVAIL. JAN 05-1 BR new, Apt. w/
stove, refrig., microwave, dish-
washer, washer and dryer. Trash
pd. 117 W. Polk Ph. 348-7746.
_________________________00
AVAIL. Aug 05- 1,2,3, Bedroom
Apartments. Very clean and nice,
locally owned and furnished. Close
to campus. Laundry on premises,
trash paid and parking included.
THIS IS WERE YOU WANT TO LIVE!
Call and leave a message 348-0673
_________________________00
3 Bedroom Furnished Apts. 1521
1st , A/C & Dishwasher, laundry
on site. Free trash & parking.
$285 ea. 345-5048
Sub lessor needed for Spring
2005 in 1 room in a 5 bedroom
townhouse, in room vanity,
washer/dryer, hot tub for more
info call 630-803-4756
________________________11/2
1 bedroom in a 3 bedroom apt.
Female only; 9 month lease.
$235 per mo. 345-3554
______________________12/10
Roommate needed to share
house w/male EIU Students.
Lease ending 5/31/04. Call 348-
0614, leave message.
_________________________00
ATTENTION ALL GRADUATING
SENIORS! If you are interested in
a yearbook of your senior year,
and are not sure how to pick it up,
come to the Student Publications
office, room 1802 Buzzard Hall,
and for only $6 we will mail you
a copy in the Fall when they are
published.  Call 581-2812 for
more information.
_________________________00
ALL STAR TRAVEL CREW SPRING
BREAK-Cancun, Acapulco,
Jamaica, more. Book Now! Free
Meals/Drinks. Organize a group-
GO FREE! (800)575-2351
www.allstartravelcrew.com
______________________11/10
#1 SPRING BREAK WEB SITE! Lowest
prices guaranteed. Book 11 people,
get 12th trip free! Group discounts for
6+ www.SpringBreakDiscounts.com
800-838-8202.
______________________12/13
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco, Costa
Rica, Bahamas & Florida. Campus
reps wanted! Free meals & par-
ties! 1-800-234-7007 endless-
summertours.com
______________________12/13
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HELP WANTED FOR RENT FOR RENT FOR RENT FOR RENT SUBLESSORS
ANNOUNCEMENTS
ACROSS
1 Go to sea
5 Feet above sea
level: Abbr.
9 Boston’s airport
14 Stubborn 
animal
15 Ear part
16 Ex-Mrs. Trump
17 Fitzgerald who
sang “I’m
Making Believe”
18 University V.I.P.
19 Car parker
20 Decreed
23 ___ foil
24 Before, in verse
25 Fleming of 007
fame
26 Bad mark
28 Discontinued
29 Lacking muscle
33 Writer Welty
35 Throng
36 Document of
legal represen-
tation
40 Liqueur flavoring
41 Armadas
42 Nary a soul
43 Injection units,
for short
44 Relaxed
48 Tree swinger
49 Joanne of
“Sylvia,” 1965
50 1959 hit song
about “a man
named Charlie”
51 Children’s game
56 Easy gallops
57 Bad place to
drop a heavy
box
58 Landed (on)
59 Florida city
60 Advantage
61 Ready for pick-
ing
62 Like sea air
63 Flagmaker
Betsy
64 1930’s boxer
Max
DOWN
1 Refines, as
metal
2 How some café
is served
3 “Fighting” Big
Ten team
4 Starring role
5 Fabled New
World city
6 “Camelot” com-
poser
7 Israel’s Abba
8 Open the win-
dows in
9 Jazz up
10 Running track
11 Festive party
12 Again
13 ___ King Cole
21 Shy
22 “This ___ better
be good!”
27 Honkers
28 Rigorous exams
29 On the
downslide
30 Sea eagle
31 Lemon or lime
drink
32 C minor, for one
34 Unbalanced
35 Spa feature
36 Criticize, as a
movie
37 Plastic ___ Band
38 Victory
39 Fragrant flowers
43 Overseer of co.
books
45 Earhart who
disappeared
over the Pacific
46 Skunk feature
47 It immediately
follows
Passiontide
48 Examine, as ore
49 Bottom of the
barrel
51 ___-Cola
52 Iridescent 
stone
53 Skin
54 One slow on
the uptake
55 Cutting remark
56 The “L” of L.A.
Puzzle by A. J. Santora
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16
17 18 19
20 21 22
23 24 25
26 27 28 29 30 31 32
33 34 35
36 37 38 39
40 41
42 43 44 45 46 47
48 49 50
51 52 53 54 55
56 57 58
59 60 61
62 63 64
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THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
IS LOOKING FOR HARD WORKING
WRITERS, DESIGNERS, PHOTOGRA-
PHERS AND COPY EDI-
TORS WHO ARE
WILLING 
TO GET
DIRTY.
PLEASE
INQUIRE:
CALL
581-2812
WANTED
THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS is looking for a student
government editor. Applications are available in the
Student Publications newsroom, 1811 Buzzard Hall.
Ask for Matt Meinheit or call 581-2812. Journalism
experience preferred.
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ROOMMATES
misunderstood, (if he ran as a Democrat or
Republican)” Reardon said. “And that’s sad
because that keeps the voters from being educat-
ed and figuring out what (a candidate) stands for
... If someone’s mind is closed to a candidate just
because of a (party) label, then we’re really not a
democracy, we’re more of a plutocracy.” 
Aside from voters’ opinions, independent can-
didates have no source of formal resources where
major parties can count on support from feder-
al, state and local organizations.
“We have to do it all on our own,” Reardon
said. “Our budget is a shoestring compared to
opponents’ (budgets).”
He works full time at his solo practice on
weekdays and attends to campaign matters at
night and on the weekends. Reardon said he has
attended  local organizations’ picnics and com-
munity events like the Coles County Fair to
present his platform to area voters.
Reardon has picked up a few campaign work-
ers through his interaction with the public. 
“Running as an independent, you don’t have
a small army of volunteers like major parties do,”
he said. “We have a dedicated, solid core of vol-
unteers that have put in blood, sweat and tears
and effort into this campaign.” 
Workers in Reardon’s campaign include peo-
ple he’s met along the campaign trail, a few
Eastern professors and a member of Local
Teamsters Union 26, to which he belongs as
well. 
Reardon is also proud that he has not accept-
ed campaign contributions from business inter-
ests. 
“I can honestly say our money is from Coles
County residents, for Coles County residents,”
he said. “We had to work 10 times as hard to get
on the ballot. I think that proves our work
ethic.”
Reardon said he was required by state law to
get between 822-1,240 signatures on nominat-
ing petitions from registered voters who had not
signed the nominating petitions of any other
Democrat or Republican candidate for any
office. 
Signature requirements vary for third party
and independent candidates in Illinois.
According to Pat Freeman, Illinois director of
the State Board of Elections, “the actual reason
the legislation (for different signature require-
ments) was passed predates the existence of our
agency.”
Major party presidential candidates are chosen
by the national nominating convention and
placed on the ballot accordingly, she said.
Presidential candidates running as third party or
independent need 25,000 signatures to secure a
spot on the ballot. Established parties need 600
signatures for U.S. Senate candidacy and 300
signatures for state representative. Third party
and independent candidates, however, need a
number of signatures equivalent to 5 percent of
the people who voted in the filing district for the
last election, Freeman said.
American’s electoral system, constructed by
the framers of the Constitution, discourages can-
didates who are not aligned with one of the two
major parties, according to Eastern political sci-
ence professor Andrew McNitt.
“The candidate with the largest number of
votes usually wins offices,” he said. “This system
makes it much harder for smaller parties to get
any kind of plurality.” 
More obstacles face candidates who don’t run
as Republicans or Democrats.
“A new party doesn’t have any identifiers in the
electorate,” McNitt said. “The party starts without
any support and has to start  from scratch.”
“Many people have psychological identifiers,”
McNitt said, that
lead them to
confine their
candidate choice
b e t w e e n
Republican or
Democrat candi-
dates. “A new
party doesn’t
have any identi-
fiers in the elec-
torate,” he said.
Campaign funding laws operate differently in
regards to third parties. The new party must gain
5 percent of the vote in a previous election to
qualify for matching funds from the govern-
ment, McNitt said. Campaign contributors can
also be leery of donating to candidates who aren’t
projected winners.
Historically, third party candidates have not
fared well in presidential elections. 
“Since 1840, only four third-party presiden-
tial candidates have received as much as 19 per-
cent of the popular vote,” said Eastern history
professor Mark Voss Hubbard. “However, many
third parties have shown surprising levels of sup-
port in statewide and local elections.” 
While third parties may not be the most suc-
cessful candidates for American office, they do
contribute to politics in general.
“Third parties are the source of new and con-
troversial ideas in our political system,” Voss-
Hubbard said. “Many important reforms such as
women’s suffrage, the abolition of slavery, the
direct election of senators, the national nominat-
ing convention, civil rights and the eight hour
workday originated with third parties.“
In the much-publicized Illinois U.S. Senate
race, two candidates have fallen into the shadows
of their competitors Barak Obama (D) and Alan
Keyes (R). One of these is Libertarian candidate
Jerry Koch.
Koch, a full-time economics teacher at
Richards High School in Oakland, said third
party candidates are treated differently than
Republicans and Democrats.
“They lump us  all together,” he said. “I had
one woman ask me ‘Are you guys communist?’
People assume we’re part of some radical subver-
sive movement.”
Part of this may be due to lack of information
widely available to the public on third party and
independent candidates. 
“It’s kind of a corrupt system where the media
acts as a gatekeeper,” he said.
With as much campaign coverage as Keyes
gets, Koch said he could beat the Republican.
The dominant parties also disregard third
party candidates, said Koch. “It’s partly a delib-
erate plan to marginalize us, he said. “The two
parties cooperate to keep everyone else out.”
Koch said he was not invited participate in
one debate between Obama and Keyes, barred
from the audience of another and ignored by the
media when he
protested out-
side, despite the
legitimacy of his
c a n d i d a c y .
Another nonpar-
tisan group, he
said, invited him
to speak at an
event with Keyes
and Obama, and
then rescinded
their invitation unexpectedly.
“That’s the kind of struggle for a third party
candidate,” Koch said. “To get them to recog-
nize that you’re there and to get them to treat
you seriously.”
Though he described his campaign as a “long
frustrating grind,” he does not regret his candi-
dacy.
“What else is there to do?” Koch said. “You
have to try to do something. The U.S. needs
third parties if the country is ever going to solve
its problems.”
Albert J. Franzen is the sole independent can-
didate for U.S. Senate. He said he was inspired
to run after the United States invaded Iraq in
March 2003. Franzen was drafted during the
Vietnam Conflict and stationed in Texas.
Franzen is a 56-year-old retired technician for
Ameritech from Hinckley. He was a central
office technician and president business manag-
er for the company. Franzen was also a member
of Local 336 of the International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers. With this union, Franzen
was a negotiator and recording secretary for the
Committee on Political Education. Part of his
job was to lobby legislators in Springfield and
Washington, D.C. 
Franzen said there is possibly no place for
independent candidates in a two party system. 
He said he knew his best chance of getting on
the ballot was to run as an independent, which
required 25,000 signatures. Though he did not
complete this task, no one protested the signa-
tures he had gathered and his candidacy was
made  official.
“Unfortunately, they (the public) think
because I’m not running as a Democrat or
Republican, I have no credibility,” Franzen said. 
He said said it is unlikely he will be named
Illinois’ new U.S. senator.
“It would be an embarrassment if nobody
ran,” he said. “Our government would be in
deep trouble.”
One independent presence on campus was
incited by a student in late September. While
College Democrats and College Republicans
have formed collegiate organizations  to support
their national parties, one Ralph Nader support-
er decided to bring a write-in candidate’s cam-
paign to Eastern.
To participate in his first federal election,
freshman history major Alexander Saiz volun-
teered and became Eastern’s campus coordinator
for the Nader/Camejo campaign. He and three
other volunteers hung pro-Nader fliers around
campus. They also went door to door in the
community to hand out fliers and talk to citi-
zens. The group also participated in a “Trick-or-
Treat for Ralph” activity and raised $275 over
three days to send to the Nader campaign. 
Nader has been embattled with the elections
boards of many states, fighting for a place on
tomorrow’s ballot. He is listed on the ballot in 35
states and an official write -in certified in 13
states, according to votenader.com. 
Saiz doesn’t mind the controversy.
“That is what democracy is about – getting the
word out,” Saiz said. “If I have to work twice or
three times as hard as the big guys, I will do it.”
Saiz said he has faced mostly hostility toward
the Nader campaign on campus. His flyers have
been torn down or defaced, he said.
“That is OK,” he said. “It is free speech. I can
continue to post them again or laugh to myself
as I read things written on them such as: “A vote
for Ralph is a vote for Bush.” “Ralph is a spoil-
er!!!” or my personal favorite “Ralph Nader isn’t
running in Illinois.” 
Despite negative reactions, Saiz remains faith-
ful to his candidate of choice
“I say: One, a vote for Ralph is a vote for
Ralph. How you get “Bush” out of “Ralph” I do
not know, said Saiz. “Two, Ralph is not a spoil-
er, see my above arguments to him being a spoil-
er. And three, this one takes the cake, Ralph is
running in Illinois. He is running in all states.”
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Third Party candidates in Illinois
u Todd Reardon (Independent):
State’s Attorney
u Jerry Koch (Libertarian):
U.S. Senate
u Albert Franzen (Independent):
U.S. Senate
“Unfortunately, they (the public) think
because I’m not running as a
Democrat or Republican, I have no
credibility.”
ALBERT FRANZEN, U.S. SENATE CANDIDATE
ent in East St. Louis at the time.
Collier told Anderson his situation and was referred to
Jones. She directed Collier to Gateway admissions, a pro-
gram for students to suc-
ceed in college. 
“We have alumni com-
ing from Chicago, East
St. Louis and Missouri,
and I want to welcome
everybody,” said Steve
Rich, director of alumni
services. “We are very
happy to share this [cere-
mony] with you.” 
Keila Lacy, chair of
diversity affairs for
Student Senate spoke
about the ceremony.
“It was very inspira-
tional,” Lacy said. “I hope that it will enlighten minor-
ity students on the struggles of the past to have them
prosper for the future.”
Recipients who were also inducted into the Black
Alumni Hall of Fame include John Craft, Leta Ridgeway,
Bill Ridgeway, Jimmie Franklin, Claudia Lane, Johnny
Lane, James Johnson and Elmer Pullen.
REUNION:
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
“We have alumni
coming from
Chicago, East St.
Louis and Missouri,
and I want to wel-
come everybody.”
STEVE RICH, DIRECTOR
OF ALUMNI SERVICES
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Groups Get 20% of your members to take
photos get a free group photo in yearbook
MEN’S CROSS COUNTRY
Only five points away from another OVC title
BY DERRICK JOHNSON II
STAFF WRITER
The men of Eastern cross country fell short of
a fifth straight Ohio Valley Conference this past
Saturday. They finished second overall with a
total of 44 points, just behind Eastern Kentucky
who finished with a total of 39 points.
Although the Panthers didn’t finish like they
have the previous four years under coach John
McInerney, they still walked away with some
individual performances that new coach Geoff
Masanet felt comfortable with.
Among the top five to score for Eastern were
sophomore Erick Werden, who finished with a
time of 26 minutes and 19 seconds; junior Dave
Carlson, who also came in with a time of 26:19;
junior Nathan Pepper, who finished with a time
of 27:20; junior Scott
McNamer, who was
timed at 27:32; and
freshman Brad Butler,
who finished with a time
of 28:17.
Overall, the Eastern
men’s cross country team
gave a great effort and
raced well on Saturday,
Masanet said.
One of the top performances on Saturday was
given by Pepper who finished seventh overall.
“Pepper had the best race of his life,” Masanet
said. “He fell off after the first two miles but
regrouped and made his way back to the front
which is really hard to do. Usually when you start
fading like that it only gets worse.”
Pepper’s dedication to
his teammates is what
pushed the junior run-
ner back to the front of
the running rotation,
Masanet said.
“He’s really a team
oriented guy,” Masanet
said. “He motivated
himself to get back up
there for the team.”
Keeping his mind on the goals that he set prior
to the season was a key source of motivation
according to Pepper.
“I had my goals in mind during the summer
and one of them was that I wanted to finish top
five at the conference race,” Pepper said. “I ended
up getting top seven so I’m happy. I look at where
I was last year and I am happy with the result of
this year.”
When asked about how he felt about the end
result of the OVC conference meet, Pepper
expressed disappointment, but no regret.
“We ran a really tough race,” Pepper said. “We
went out there and gave it our all and we fell
short.” 
Throughout the race there were other valiant
efforts as well. One of these came from Butler
who raced despite illness.
“Brad Butler had strep throat for the past two
weeks,” Masanet said. “I was really proud of
him.”
Now that the OVC championship has ended,
those who can compete for Eastern will look for-
ward to the NCAA Regional Championships
that take place Nov. 12.
first score with a touchdown of their own
when Ryan Voss made some nifty cuts as part
of a 52-yard touchdown reception, his fourth
of the season. 
“He's got that ability,” Spoo said. “He made
a play and that's what you have to do to win
football games.”
“Tall white boys aren't supposed to do that
stuff,” Voss said with a smirk. (Jermaine)
Mobley had a good block down field, the
offensive line did their job and (Matt
Schabert) delivered.” 
Tennessee State then drove down the field
and got their first field goal of the year to
recapture the lead at 10-7. 
Then Eastern's special teams play hurt them
as it has all season long. The Panthers set up to
punt on their own 32-yard line and defensive
back Dominique Rodgers broke through the
line and blocked the punt. Linebacker Eric
Francis scooped it up and took it 21 yards for
a touchdown. 
The blocked punt marks the fifth time the
Panthers have had a punt blocked. 
“This has been a bizarre year with special
teams,” Spoo said. “Everything's been pretty
negative this far.” 
After the blocked punt Eastern got on track. 
First they drove 44 yards and got a field goal.
Then Vincent Webb scored back-to-back
touchdowns to put the Panthers up 24-17. 
Eastern's next score came on perhaps their
only positive special team's play of the year. 
The Tigers lined up to punt from their own
34-yard line. Mobley caught the ball after
being hit by a Tiger defender while the ball was
in flight. The play drew a penalty flag, which
the Panthers would decline, after Mobley ran
80 yards for a touchdown making the score
34-17. 
“It came at a great time,” Spoo said. 
The Tigers would add another seven on
Anthony's third effort of his lone score, but
Tennessee State never really threatened the
Panthers in the fourth. 
The Panthers haven't had any easy fourth
quarters this year and Spoo said that thought
popped into his head. But the Panthers
stopped the Tigers' last drive and took over
with 0:26 left on the clock. They lined up in
their victory formation and downed the ball a
couple times and that was the game. 
“We've got to win out if we're going to do
it,” Spoo said speaking about remaining in the
conference hunt for a championship. 
It was almost too perfect that with less than
five minutes after Spoo said “We need some
help to get Eastern Kentucky,” Murray State
capped a 19-16 victory over the Colonels.
Spoo's hope was answered and the Panthers'
fate now rests in their own hands.
ROAR:
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12
Eastern’s Top Five at OVC
1. Eric Werden 26:29
2. Dave Carlson 26:42
3. Nathan Pepper 27:20
4. Scott McNamer 27:32
5. Brad Butler 28:17
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RUGBY
Shutting out the competition never gets old
BY MATT LEIBERT
STAFF WRITER
Senior center Brittany Brown tied the team
record on Saturday for most points in a single
game as the Panthers cruised to another shutout
win.
Despite an extremely windy day and soggy
field conditions, the Panthers won Saturday’s
meeting against Truman State 92-0, with 30 of
those points coming off six trys from Brown.
“I think the wind and the field conditions made
it so neither team played up to their full potential,”
said Truman State co-captain Jenny Reesor.
The Panthers started out quickly as senior
Jamie Buenzow took a pass from sophomore
Marlise Davidson for the first try of the game.
Buenzow went on to add 18 more first half
points, scoring two more trys and converting four
points after trys.
Also scoring in the half were seniors Mandy
Lindwall and Nikki Ponce, making it a 48 point
half. 
The Panthers slowed only a bit in the second
half, holding onto the shutout and adding anoth-
er 44 points to their lead.
Eight minutes into the second half sophomore
Laura Valcor completed a pass to Nikki Ponce
which resulted in another Eastern try.
Less than two minutes later Ponce scored again,
taking the ball out around the left side, dragging
one opponent with her and breaking another
tackle on the way in for the try.
Then, with only about 12 minutes left in the
game, freshman Katie Anderson, sophomore
Laura Valcor, and sophomore Cyndi Deitch all
scored one try a piece to end the game.
“We spent a lot of time playing defense,”
Reesor said. “They have a really good offense so
we spent most of our time defending instead of
working up the field and trying to score.”
The Eastern Illinois women’s rugby team will
play their final game of the season next Saturday
at Florida.
STEPHEN HAASTHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Senior (8) Allegra Hoopingarner moves the ball down the field against Truman State University
Saturday afternoon at Lakeside Rugby Field. Eastern won their last home game of the season 92-0. 
FOOTBALL
BY DAN RENICK
ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR
Eastern's defense stopped the nation's top rush-
er in Division I-AA, Charles Anthony, in
Saturday's 34-24 win over Tennessee State.
The Panthers (4-4, 2-2) held the Tigers (3-5, 2-
3) to just 214 yards of total offense and only 22
rushing yards. 
“Anytime a team can't establish the run it's
going to affect the rest of their game plan,”
Tennessee State head coach James Reese said. “We
got stuffed a little early and that slowed us down.”
Anthony, Tennessee State's senior running
back, went into Saturday's game averaging 165
rushing yards per game but could only muster 77
yards on 22 carries in the Tiger's fifth straight loss. 
“He's a patient runner. He'll start off slow and
keep it slow. Then he'll burst,” Eastern defensive
end Travis Wanzeck said. “He's good, but we
stopped him.”
In the first quarter Anthony had five yards on
four carries until he picked it up in the second
quarter and tacked on another 37 yards. 
But the standout running back was slowed
once again in the third quarter picking up just
another two yards on the ground. In the final
quarter of play Anthony had 33 yards, 28 of
which came on a single run.
One of the reasons for Eastern's success against
the run was their commitment to shutting
Tennessee State down on the ground. The
Panthers consistently used eight players to make
sure they could stop one of the nation's top run-
ning backs. 
“They were stacking the box with a corner or a
safety that would move up,” Reese said.
Anthony was aware that they would be stack-
ing the defense up front to stop him and, he said,
he didn't adjust accordingly to the defense.
“I did a little too much dancing back there
today. When they're stacking the box you have to
find the hole,” Anthony said. “At the beginning of
the season I (danced) too much. After a couple
games I started to wait for the play to develop and
let it come.
“I didn't do that today.”
But all of the success the Panthers had on
defense Saturday can't be accredited solely to the
11 players on the field on defense. Eastern line-
backer Jamaar Day said the Panther scout team
was the reason for their defense's success.
“The look we get out of (freshman scout
team running back) Norris Smith makes us so
much better,” Day said. “I give all the credit to
Norris Smith. He's going to be a great player for
EIU.”
Before Saturday's win the Panthers were second
in the Ohio Valley Conference in rush defense,
allowing 114 yards per game. Saturday was the
fifth time this season the Panthers allowed fewer
than 100 rushing yards in a game this season.
STEPHEN HAAS/THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Sophomore free safety Tristan Burge (32) runs down Tennessee State University senior running
back Charles Anthony (22) Saturday afternoon at O’Brien Stadium. Anthony came into Saturday’s
game as the Division 1-AA leader in rushing, but Eastern held him to only 77 yards, 88 yards under
his average this season. 
Eastern’s defense slows Division 1-AA runner, top dog
The Panthers have basically one chance to
lay claim to the OVC title and that is winning
out for the rest of the year.
If they are able to defeat the likes of
Tennessee Tech (5-3, 2-2), Jacksonville State (6-
1, 4-1) and Samford (4-5, 3-3), Eastern would
most likely find themselves atop the conference.
Women’s soccer, even though they didn’t win
the conference outright in the regular season,
has a chance to win in what really matters. 
While winning the regular season in the
OVC doesn’t get that team an automatic bid to
the NCAA College Cup, winning the confer-
ence tournament will.
Starting on Tuesday the OVC tournament
begins, but Eastern won’t play until Friday due
to the team’s bye in the first round.
Watching all three of these teams over the
final weeks of this semester could provide some
of the most interesting in Eastern athletics over
the course of the entire year, so enjoy it.
SEASON:
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Fall might just have been the
season to really have paid atten-
tion to Eastern athletics. 
Just looking at the evidence
right now, considering Eastern is
still competitive or leading in two
of the races for the conference
crown and already have finished a
close second in one other, proves
how strong Eastern athletics are
in the fall this season.
Football got the one hope they
were wishing for when Eastern
Kentucky was defeated this week-
end, thus keeping them very
much in the race.
The volleyball team has
cemented their spot, as of right
now, in first place in the OVC
after yet another Eastern
Kentucky loss.
The women’s soccer team fin-
ished an extremely close second
to Samford in the OVC, and
even defeated the top-ranked
Bulldog squad on the road, no
less.
But the two races that are still
active, the football and volleyball
conference skirmishes, could go
down to the very last weekend
that each of the two teams play.
The volleyball team, while in
first place by more than a half-
game margin, still have to go up
against the Eastern Kentucky
squad that is in second place
right now.
In what some are dubbing
“showdown weekend” in OVC
volleyball, Eastern has to go up
against Morehead State and the
Colonels of Eastern Kentucky.
Morehead State is tied for
fourth place with Jacksonville
State in the conference, but the
match up that really matters is
Eastern’s with the Colonels.
Eastern Kentucky will play one
more match before playing
Eastern and if they win that
match they will play the Panthers
with only one loss.
Eastern, if they win their
Friday match, will be undefeated
when playing the Colonels mak-
ing the match a make or break
situation for the top spot in the
conference. 
The football team now finds
themselves back in the race for
top spot in the OVC that Eastern
Kentucky loss making
Jacksonville State the only one-
loss team left in the conference.
Falling
right into
place
AARON SEIDLITZ
SPORTS EDITOR
THROW DOWN
PANTHER SPORTS CALENDAR
FRIDAY VOLLEYBALL VS. MOREHEAD STATE 6:00 p.m.
SATURDAY FOOTBALL AT TENNESSEE TECH 2:00 p.m.
Rugby at Florida 10:00 a.m.
Women’s Soccer OVC Tournament TBA
Volleyball at Eastern Kentucky 1:00 p.m.
Wrestling at Eastern Michigan All Day
Eastern back
into OVC race
with weekend
victory and
some help
BY JOHN HOHENADEL
SPORTS REPORTER
It was faint at first and then it got
louder. 
“Murray beat Eastern Kentucky!”
started to ring through O'Brien
Stadium during Eastern's game with
Tennessee State. 
Linebacker Jamarr Day did a dou-
ble take and then a smile spread from
ear to ear. Eastern head coach Bob
Spoo charged through the pressroom
door, “Murray beat Eastern
Kentucky! Murray beat Eastern
Kentucky!” Spoo shouted. 
Spoo is usually pretty reserved, but
even he couldn't contain himself.
Like Paul Revere on his midnight
ride, Spoo ran through the hallway
making everyone aware of what had
just happened. 
Going into last weekend's games,
Jacksonville State, Eastern Kentucky
and Tennessee Tech all had one Ohio
Valley Conference loss. Eastern
Kentucky is the only one of those
three teams the Panthers have played
this year. That meant if the Panthers
were to win out, they still wouldn't
be OVC champions because they
lost to Eastern Kentucky. Basically
the Panthers needed some help. They
got it from Murray State who beat
Eastern Kentucky 19-16. 
Now Jacksonville State is the only
team with one OVC loss and the
Panthers will get a crack at them on
Nov. 13 at O'Brien Stadium. 
Spoo couldn't possibly be happy
about Eastern Kentucky's loss if the
Panthers didn't win Saturday, which
they did, beating Tennessee State 34-
24 in a come from behind victory. 
“It was an outstanding win the
way we bounced back,” Spoo said. “I
want to focus on our defense
though.”
Spoo said coming into the game
the Panthers knew they had to slow
Division I-AA's leading rusher
Charles Anthony. 
“Not only did we slow him
down,” Spoo said. “We stopped
him.”
Anthony had just 73 yards on 22
carries. Twenty-eight of those yards
came on one run late in the fourth
quarter. 
It would have been easy for the
Panthers to throw in the towel as the
Tigers jumped out to an early 17-7
first quarter lead.
“It's sick to think they only earned
three points in the first quarter,”
Spoo said. “We gave them the other
14.” 
The Tigers first score came on
Eastern's first offensive play of the
game. Tennessee State had just
pinned the ball at Eastern's own one-
yard-line on a 59-yard punt by Tiger
punter Joey Hudak. 
On the next play Vincent Webb
fumbled the ball and it was picked
up by Dominic Rodgers, who
walked into the end zone for a touch-
down. 
The Panthers answered the Tiger's
FOOTBALL
A whisper that turned into a roar
STEPHEN HAAS/THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Sophomore flanker Jermaine Mobley runs for an 80-yard punt return in the
fourth quarter against Tennessee State University Saturday afternoon at
O’Brien Stadium. Eastern won the game 34-24 and is now back in the race for
the OVC championship. SEE ROAR PAGE 10
VOLLEYBALL
Eastern atop OVC after weekend play
BY DAN WOIKE
STAFF WRITER
The Panther volleyball team
breezed through another Ohio
Valley Conference foe Friday
night at Lantz Arena and received
a bit of good news one day later.
After sweeping Tennessee State,
the Panthers (21-4, 12-0 OVC)
maintained an unblemished con-
ference record, with the Eastern
Kentucky Colonels being the
conference's other unbeaten.
But, Eastern Kentucky's four-
game loss to Jacksonville State on
Saturday means Eastern is now
alone atop the OVC standings.
Senior middle hitter Shanna
Ruxer said her squad keeps gain-
ing confidence.
“The way this season has been
going, we're excited to play every
match,” she said.
Against Tennessee State (4-24,
1-12), the Panthers dominated,
holding the Lady Tigers to a neg-
ative .143 attack percentage. The
Eastern attack proved to be effi-
cient as well, hitting at a .295
clip in its 30-12, 30-17, 30-11
win.
Junior middle blocker Megan
Kennedy said the team avoided
looking past the Lady Tigers.
“We wanted to make sure we
didn't take them lightly,” she
said. 
Kennedy led all players with 14
kills. She also had a .476 hitting
percentage and led the Panthers
with three block assists.
Senior outside hitter Erica
Gerth added 12 kills, sophomore
Mary Welch slammed nine kills
and sophomore Kara Sorenson's
eight kills rounded out the
Panther offense.
The Panthers' position in first
place has a great impact on the
conference's postseason travel
plans. If Eastern wins its four
remaining conference matches,
the OVC tournament would be
held at Lantz Arena on Oct. 18-
21.
Ruxer said her team has a big
advantage playing in front of
Panther fans.
“We're very comfortable play-
ing at home,” she said. “We just
seem to play so relaxed.”
Eastern will have an entire
week to prepare for their final
road trip of the season when they
travel to Morehead State on
Friday before heading to Eastern
Kentucky for a matinee Saturday
afternoon.
Ruxer said Eastern should cap-
italize on the Eastern Kentucky
loss when the two teams meet.
“We have an edge now,” she
said. “Knowing they have a loss, I
think, gets us even more excited
to go play them.”
Kennedy said her team will
have to make sure it remains
shortsighted. 
“We still have to keep winning
matches,” she said. “But, if we
keep playing the way we've been
playing, I see some big things for
us.”SEE SEASON PAGE 11
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THE FIGHT
BY RON FOURNIER
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
WASHINGTON – President Bush and Sen.
John Kerry are virtually tied in the Electoral
College count, fighting over eight to 10 states so
close and unpredictable that anything is possible
Tuesday night.
After months campaigning and a half-billion
dollars spent on attack ads, Bush and Kerry are still
at the whim of unexpected events such as Osama
bin Laden’s sudden emergence on Friday, a video-
tape appearance that sent both candidates scram-
bling to pledge victory in the fight against terror-
ism.
“Under normal circumstances, undecided vot-
ers break against the incumbent this late in an elec-
tion. However, these are not normal circum-
stances. This is a time of war,” said Michigan poll-
ster Steve Mitchell.
“The question then becomes, will this be differ-
ent than most years? Will swing voters decide they
don’t want to change horses in midstream?” he said.
The answer comes in two days - or more, if
there is a repeat of the 2000 recount - for a
Republican incumbent and his Democratic chal-
lenger who are marshaling two vastly different and
unproven get-out-the-vote operations in the bat-
tleground states, principally Florida and in the
Midwest.
Polls suggest the nation is evenly divided or lean-
ing toward Bush, but the popular vote does not
determine who wins the presidency. The White
House goes to whoever earns 270 state electoral
votes, a majority of the 538 available.
According to an Associated Press analysis, 26
states are solidly behind Bush or lean his way for
222 electoral votes. Kerry has 16 states plus the
District of Columbia secured or leaning his direc-
tion for 211 electoral votes.
It is down to this: Bush needs to scrape togeth-
er at least 48 of the remaining 105 electoral votes
to keep his job. Kerry needs 59 to move into the
White House.
The remaining 105 electoral votes are in the
eight most competitive states: Florida, Ohio,
Nevada, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, Iowa,
Minnesota and New Mexico.
Two other states fall just outside the toss-up cat-
egory - Michigan and New Hampshire, both of
which tilt slightly toward Kerry. An additional six
to 12 states, including the slow-voting Democratic
bastion of Hawaii, could come into play if neither
Bush nor Kerry wins a clear majority of the popu-
lar vote.
It would take a modest burst of momentum, a
swing of 3 or 4 percentage points, to produce a
lopsided Electoral College victory for either Bush
or Kerry.
The president narrowly took three of the toss-
up states in 2000, when he lost the popular count
to Democrat Al Gore but won the Electoral
College with 271 votes. He claimed Ohio and
Nevada on Election Day, and sweated out a 36-
day recount before a Supreme Court ruling award-
ed him Florida and the White House.
BUSH KERRY
VS.
Tuesday, November 2
at election booths near you
HEAVY 
HITTERS
LOCKED IN
ELECTORAL
COLLEGE TIE
IN A RACE
WHERE 
ANYTHING
CAN 
HAPPEN
Ala. 9
Alaska 3
Ariz. 10
Ark. 6
Calif. 55
Colo. 9
Conn. 7
Del. 3
D.C. 3
Fla. 27
Ga. 15
Hawaii 4
Idaho 4
Ill. 21
Ind. 11
Iowa 7
Kan. 6
Ky. 8
La. 9
Maine 4
Md. 10
Mass. 12
Mich. 17
Minn. 10
Miss. 6
Mo. 11
Mont. 3
Neb. 5
Nev. 5
N.H. 4
N.J. 15
N.M. 5
N.Y. 31
N.C. 15
N.D. 3
Ohio 20
Okla. 7
Ore. 7
Pa. 21
R.I. 4
S.C. 8
S.D. 3
Tenn. 11
Texas 34
Utah 5
Vt. 3
Va. 13
Wash. 11
W. Va. 5
Wis. 10
Wyo. 3
ELECTORAL VOTES BUSH - 197 KERRY - 175 UNDECIDED - 166
SEE FIGHT PAGE 4B
Undecided
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BY MICHAEL SCHROEDER
CITY EDITOR
David Gill, an emergency room doctor from
Clinton, is stressing the need for universal
health care in his quest to unseat Tim Johnson,
R-Urbana, from Illinois’ 15th congressional
district. 
Gill said universal health care is a big prob-
lem that affects a vast majority of Americans.
He thinks he understands it better than the
incumbent because of his time as a physician
and an emergency room doctor. 
Johnson said more access to affordable
health care is needed; however, universal health
care is not the answer for east central
Illinoisans or Americans.
It’s “not in the best interest of the people,”
Johnson said. “It would be a huge hit on the
tax payers.”
Gill thinks it would better to not give the
richest 10 percent a tax cut and instead invest
the money in universal health care.
He admits health care is about half of his
campaign, but does not see a problem with it
because he thinks universal
health care is that impor-
tant. 
“It’s not a single issue
campaign, but (universal
health care) is what is driv-
ing me to run,” Gill said.
Johnson, however said
for constituents of the
15th congressional district
there is more to the race
than just universal health
care.
“Anyone who suggests
that (the area’s) problems
can be solved by a single
issue is wrong,” he said.
Johnson said education
has to be a major issue in
for this district, which
houses Eastern, Illinois
State University,
University of Illinois, Millikin, Illinois
Wesleyan University and numerous junior col-
leges.
He said this district is one
of if not the most extensive
higher education districts in
the Midwest and possibly
the United States.
Johnson said he is proud
of the advancements made
in Pell grants and other
grant money programs
while he has been in
office.
He said he also is proud
of the projects that have
been made at the colleges
and hopes to continue to
bring money to them. The
next project he would like
to see at Eastern is a
replacement of the power
plant.
“(Education) is a huge
issue . . . not only for the
future, but also people work for them,”
Johnson said. “A lot of people in Urbana-
Champaign area work for University of Illinois
and a lot of people in Charleston-Mattoon
work at Eastern.”
In addition to the district being very educa-
tion oriented, Johnson sees agriculture as being
integral to the economy. When the area has
thriving agriculture, it helps the economy and
prosperity of everything else, Johnson said. 
Meanwhile, Gill agrees with the need for
this representative to be a voice in Washington
for those in agriculture.
However, he said NAFTA has done a fair
amount of damage to the local economy.
“Four plants have closed up due to NAFTA
here in Dewitt County,” Gill said. “In travel-
ing around since September 2002, I see the
same in all 22 counties.” 
He said he would like to institute Sen. John
Kerry’s local tax program “to stop the bleeding”
and reward those who create jobs in America.
Gill also agrees with Johnson in the promo-
tion of scholarship opportunities for all stu-
dents of Illinois. 
“University should be attended by kids qual-
ified to get into them, finances shouldn’t be
limiting,” Gill said.
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES – 15TH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT
Johnson, Gill ready to represent 15th district
Epperson hopes to show caring
and compassion to families
BY ERIN MILLER
CITY REPORTER
After suffering the loss of his daughter,
being deputy coroner and a paramedic,
Greg Epperson thinks he is ready to use his
knowledge and apply that to the coroner
position.
He said making sure the family’s needs are
met and helping them
along with the process is
his main goal.
“I took a loss and
turned it around to help
me in my job,” he said.
In 1999, Epperson lost
his 16-year-old daugh-
ter in a car accident,
and he is able to use this
experience to help him relate to other fami-
lies who experience a loss.
“Everyone treats death differently and I
know that pain associated with it and that
helps,” Epperson said.
The death of his daughter helps him
understand the emotions that go through
the grieving process.
“I think he’ll do an awesome job because
he is very caring and compassionate,” his
wife Missy Epperson said. 
He also gained a lot of experience by
offering his paramedic and coroner services
during the Oklahoma City bombing in
April 1995, she said.
“This is something my husband can do
for the community that they can’t do for
themselves,” his wife said.
In the years following he worked as Mike
Nichols’ deputy coroner and is currently a
funeral director at Adams Funeral Chapel in
Charleston.
As deputy coroner, he helped with inves-
tigations and filled in when the current
County Coroner was unable to be present.
Epperson said he wants to make a tough
time a little easier and believes that his com-
passion and knowledge will help him
achieve that goal. 
“I enjoyed being in office as deputy coro-
ner,” he said. “I feel good after being able to
help somebody.”
TIM JOHNSON DAVID GILL
“University
should be
attended by
kids qualified
to get into
them,
finances
shouldn’t be
limiting.”
“(Education)
is a huge
issue . . . not
only for the
future but
also people
work for
them.”
COUNTY CORONER
Nichols thinks experience,
education make him qualified
BY ERIN MILLER
CITY REPORTER
Mike Nichols, democratic candidate and
Coles County Coroner, has been investigat-
ing deaths and notifying families of their loss
for the past 10 years, and this year he is cam-
paigning for re-election.
Nichols has been a medical examiner for
24 years, which has contributed to his exten-
sive medical background.
“I have to investigate
accidents, suicides, homi-
cides and some medical
deaths,” Nichols said.
Aside from medical
examination, Nichols
must preside over court
hearings and notify the
immediate family of a
death.
“When they know that I am coroner, they
know that it is not good news,” he added.
He usually goes with an uniformed police
officer because most visits occur at night.
Nichols, as the County Coroner, then has to
present all of the information on the death
so the family is aware of what happened.
He has taken psychology classes and has
taken courses on how to approach families
about deaths in the family. He continues to
update his knowledge of medical examina-
tion through Wayne State University School
of Medicine.
Nichols noted that last year he handled
434 cases and  works an average of 60 hours
a week, depending on what needs to be
done.
He provides his own office, and vehicle at
no expense to the county and as his motto
states, he is committed to caring for the
deceased and he has a concern for the living.
“It is a very important position, and I
want people to realize I am here for the com-
munity,” Nichols said.
Coles County Deputy Coroner, Gerrald
Bennett, has known Nichols for the past
eight years and has been his deputy coroner
for a year.
“He is most certainly the most qualified,”
Bennett said. “He has the experience and
education.  I’ve learned a great deal and I feel
honored.”
GREG EPPERSON
MIKE NICHOLS
“... I want people to realize I
am here for the community.”
MIKE NICHOLS
“Everyone treats death 
differently and I know that
pain associated with it and
that helps.”
GREG EPPERSON
Unopposed Rose looking for another term for representative
BY MICHAEL SCHROEDER
CITY EDITOR
The lack of a Democratic challenger has left
voters in the 110th congressional district with
two choices, Republican Chapin Rose or noth-
ing.
While Rose, a Charleston native, said he has
been out knocking on doors since last year and
put out a couple of signs promoting his re-elec-
tion, he did admit that running unopposed is “a
lot nicer position”
Rose had a challenger, John Hayden, who he
soundly beat the first time he ran in 2002.
Richard Wandling, political science chair, said
in the 18 years he has been in the Charleston-
Mattoon area the Democrats
usually put up a challenger.
“But that’s not the same as
saying a strong candidate,”
Wandling said.
He said the Charleston-
Mattoon area has not had a
representative from the
Democratic Party in the
state House or Senate since
1980.
He explained in that year cumulative voting
was ended by the passing of the Cutback
Amendment in Illinois. 
Cumulative voting allowed for voters to vote
for three representatives for their districts, which
at that time were much larger, Wandling said.
“You could give one vote for each candidate or
all three to one candidate,” Wandling said.
“(This) nearly guaranteed you at least one repre-
sentative in the house, be it Republican or
Democrat.”
Rose, though, has still been campaigning and
touting his record for the past two years.
“We had big success for the past budget,”
Rose said. “We stopped Governor Blagojevich
from cutting education further.”
He said he was able to work with other legis-
lators to better represent the needs of the state’s
public universities. 
Rose understands there is still a deficit cloud
in Springfield that must be addressed, but he
insists that he will continue to fight for “down-
state interests” when it is time to cut the state
budget.
The crystal methamphetamines problem in
Coles County is Rose’s other area of interest. He
said he is a chairman on the crystal meth board
in the area, has spent the last two and a half
months working on crystal meth prevention and
intends on continuing the fight.
STATE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES – 110TH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT
CHAPIN ROSE
“You could give one vote for
each candidate or all three to
one candidate.”
RICHARD WANDLING, POLITICAL SCIENCE CHAIR
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BY ERIN MILLER
CITY REPORTER
For the past few months, associate Judge
Theresa Righter has been juggling her campaign,
family and courtroom in
hopes to take the position as
circuit judge in the upcoming
election.
She has been practicing law
for 22 years and was appoint-
ed to associate judge eight
years ago.
“I view the position as
judge as an opportunity to
help the people and protect the public. I serve the
public,” Righter said.
Righter graduated from Western Illinois
University with a degree in political science and
obtained her law degree from the University of
Illinois.
She worked as a lawyer for 14 years in Madison
and Coles County, two of which were worked at
the same Mattoon law firm as her opponent,
William Tapella.
Righter handles 80 to 90 percent of all of the
cases that are sent to court, according to Melissa
Hurst, Coles County associate judge secretary.
She oversees cases involving small claims or mis-
demeanors and travels between Mattoon and
Charleston to accommodate all of them.
When Judge Ashton Waller retired from circuit
judge, Righter saw this as an opportunity to use her
experience to handle the more complicated cases.
“I think she is an excellent candidate and the fact
that she has been in the position for years will help
because she already knows the ropes,” Hurst said.
Righter has been walking door to door and
attending various functions to show her dedica-
tion for the position.
“I feel like I have had three full-time jobs in the
past year between family, judge and campaigning,”
Righter said. “My sons and I are counting the days
until the election.”
Even though she is juggling three different
“jobs,” she said, “treating everyone fairly and han-
dling each case as if it were the most important
case,” is her main goal.
BY ERIN MILLER
CITY REPORTER
With the encouragement of friends and
family, Democrat Bill Tapella made the
decision to campaign for
the vacant circuit judge
position that was created
when Judge Ashton
Waller retired from the
bench.  
Tapella has been prac-
ticing law for the past 10
years and obtained his
law degree from the
University of Illinois.
He currently works in Mattoon at Hefner,
Eberspacher and Tapella Attorneys at Law,
but references from other lawyers gives him
the opportunity to handle cases from all
over the state.
“I have known him since he started, and I
don’t hesitate to mention Bill’s name as
someone to go to for (representation),” said
Paul Wieck, a lawyer in Marshall.
There are different cases and as lawyers it
is their job to provide clients with someone
that can adequately represent them, Wieck
said.
“I am proud of the fact that the vast
majority of my work comes from the refer-
ral from other attorneys,” Tapella said.
Tapella said if he is elected, he will no
longer practice law, but take on the new
challenges, an exciting aspect of the position.
Wieck thinks Tapella’s experience with
different types of law will bring a new per-
spective to the position of judge, which will
benefit Coles County.
If Tapella should win, Judge Righter will
keep her position as associate judge, which
gives Coles County a unique opportunity
for both candidates to preside over court
cases, said Wieck.
“Every case is different and presents a new
and different type of challenge for me and
this distinction makes this a wonderful
opportunity,” Tapella said.
BY CARLY MULLADY
STAFF WRITER
Incumbent State’s Attorney Steve Ferguson emphasizes justice
and experience in his campaign for re-election.
Ferguson, who has served Coles County for the past 12 years
as state’s attorney, has successfully convicted criminals for mur-
der, attempted murder, sexual assault, armed robbery and drug
cases.
“If re-elected, I plan to continue with the aggressive prosecu-
tion of criminal cases in the best manner I
can,” Ferguson, who is a Democrat, said.
He plans to continue close contact with
the county police, the East-Central Illinois
Drug Task Force and local law enforcement
who bring the cases to the courts.
In this last term, Ferguson helped initiate
a drug court program for defendants inter-
ested in turning their lives around and
willing to go through a strenuous program
consisting of testing and rehabilitation.
He also successfully sentenced more than 4,500 years to con-
victed criminals and collected nearly $2 million in restitution.
“I’ve prosecuted people from all walks of life,” he said. 
Since 1998, he has prosecuted the murderers of two Eastern
students.
“I know a lot of students might think, ‘Who cares who the
state’s attorney is?’,” Ferguson said. “But Eastern students are vic-
tims of any number of crimes just like the rest of the popula-
tion.”
He said he has worked professionally with students for testi-
monies and restitution as well.
What Ferguson is most proud of, however, are his relation-
ships with witnesses, victims and victims’ families.
“In the murder cases, I have developed close relationships
with the families of the victims,” he said. “It is very emotional,
but it is also very rewarding.”
He said it is easy to grow attached.
“It’s really rewarding when they tell you what you mean to
them for being the voice of their child or family member,” he
said.
Another important aspect Ferguson mentioned is the need
for impartiality, which he says he has reflected in his years as
state’s attorney.
He has prosecuted relatives of elected officials and law enforce-
ment officers, police officers, teachers and political supporters.
“Party politics does not enter, it never has entered, into how
the job is done,” Ferguson said.
BY CARLY MULLADY
STAFF WRITER
Republican candidate Rob Miller emphasizes his commitment
and involvement in the community as part of his campaign
toward becoming State’s Attorney.
Aside from handling a variety of local cases over the past seven
years, Miller has served as attorney for Coles County CASA and
as the civil rights investigator for Eastern.
He also works as attorney/guardian ad item for abused and
neglected children, and is representing 60
children now.
Miller has worked with employment law,
and as a defense attorney for both misde-
meanors and felonies, such as assault, aggra-
vated battery, theft, burglary and aggravated
sexual assault. 
His involvement as Eastern’s civil rights
investigator and adjunct political science
instructor has made Miller familiar with
Eastern students. 
“I’m more familiar with the campus than the other candi-
dates,” he said. “I feel I have special insight into the issues con-
cerning Eastern.”
His community involvement, he believes, has made him well
equipped to represent the county.
Should Miller be elected, his primary goal focuses on crime.
Over the past four years, there has been a 100 percent increase
in drug arrests, a 70 percent increase in burglaries and a 270 per-
cent increase in crimes against children. 
A 15 percent increase in the total crime index has been record-
ed from 2001-02.
“My strongest goals are to reduce the meth epidemic and our
crime rates,” Miller said.
He would like to work jointly with criminal sentences and
rehabilitation programs for drug offenses.
In addition, Miller plans to initiate a countywide “Methwatch”
program cooperative between police, residents and businesses.
He hopes to greatly reduce the manufacturing and use of meth,
as Coles County leads the state in meth lab seizures.
Miller also wants to form a collaborative effort amongst his
staff.
“I intend to hold regular staff meetings to review cases and
meet regularly with law enforcement.”
He also intends to conform spending to meet the county
budget.
“I am running because I care about this community,” Miller
said.
BY CARLY MULLADY
STAFF WRITER
Independent candidate Todd Reardon hopes to put his ideas
into use as Coles County State’s Attorney.
Reardon has had a private practice in Charleston since 1998,
where he has worked with mostly criminal defense cases, but also
trademark, constitutional, family law, personal injury and bank-
ruptcy cases.
With the insight gained from this experience, he hopes to
implement a variety of goals should he be
elected.
“First and foremost, we need to reduce
crime,” Reardon said. “I would like to see
further emphasis in going after violent
crimes.”
He said courts need to differentiate
between $5 bad check writers and murder-
ers, molesters and armed robbers.
Jails shouldn’t be crowded with nonvio-
lent criminals living off of taxpayers’ money, Reardon said, rec-
ommending community service and home confinement as jail
time alternatives.
“If criminals don’t pose a threat of violence, get them out of the
county jail and have them carrying their own weight.”
Another target for Reardon is the county’s drug problem.
“We needed a drug court years ago,” he said. “It’s not too late,
but we were behind the eight-ball before we started.”
He said that meth (crystal methamphetamine) is not a money-
making empire, that it is not sold to children or used for finan-
cial gain. The manufacturers are the people using the drug.
Responding to that, Reardon said he would work for cooper-
ation from businesses selling meth ingredients.
“We need to figure out who the addicts are, assess people for
addictions and abuse and solve the problem medically.”
One course of action would be making medical treatment a
condition of bond.
“For people out there selling drugs to kids, they need to be
taken away; they are a danger to the community,” Reardon said.
“For those misusing themselves, we need to get them treatment.”
Moreover, Reardon voiced a desire to get Eastern students
more involved.
“Eastern is one of the largest employers and revenue generators
in the county; we should not have a hostile impression toward
Eastern,” he said.
While promoting a positive impression of the university, he
hopes to get students more involved in the local democracy,
including jury duty.
CIRCUIT JUDGE
Righter hopes to juggle 
another job as circuit judge
Tapella brings several types 
of law to judge candidacy
THERESA RIGHTER BILL TAPELLA
STATE’S ATTORNEY
STEVE FERGUSON ROB MILLER TODD REARDON
Ferguson looks for
another term in
three-person race
Miller: I’m more
familiar with
Eastern’s students
Reardon wants
more involvement
from students
 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
WASHINGTON – Republicans
are poised to renew their grip on the
House on Tuesday, and Democrats’
faint hopes of a Senate takeover hinge
on close races in a string of southern
and western states that favor President
Bush.
In the marquee congressional cam-
paign of the year, Senate Democratic
Leader Tom Daschle is in a close, cost-
ly struggle for a new term in South
Dakota.
Texas, where a Republican redis-
tricting plan placed five Democratic
congressmen in political jeopardy, will
have an outsized influence in deter-
mining which party gains seats in the
House.
In all, 34 Senate races mark the bal-
lot, as well as all 435 House seats.
Democrats must gain two seats to
capture a 51-vote majority in the
Senate that convenes in January. They
need to pick up 12 in the House.
Overall, according to an Associated
Press analysis and interviews with
political strategists, the number of
competitive races is relatively small -
nine in the Senate, 30 or fewer in the
House - after a campaign that cost the
candidates, their parties and outside
groups uncounted millions of dollars.
In competitive races in several
states, Republicans reached for Bush’s
coattails and sought to tie their oppo-
nents to Kerry.
“Against tax cuts, a liberal record, a
negative campaign. No wonder he
supports John Kerry,” said challenger
Louis Gohmert’s ad against four-term
Democratic Rep. Max Sandlin in the
president’s home state of Texas.
But presidential politics aid
Democrats elsewhere. In
Connecticut, for example, GOP
Reps. Chris Shays and Rob Simmons
are struggling for new terms in a state
that is safe for Kerry.
In a late-campaign bid for gains,
Democratic House candidates and
the party’s campaign committee aired
commercials in Georgia, Indiana,
Kansas, Minnesota, North Carolina,
Texas and Washington attacking
Republicans for supporting a national
sales in place of the current income tax
system. “A new sales tax on milk, gas,
new homes and a car, even a haircut”
on top of the state levy, says one com-
mercial, aimed at Republican Cathy
McMorris in Washington.
In a few races, unscripted moments
and unguarded moment have hurt,
Republicans most prominently.
None more so than Kentucky
GOP Sen. Jim Bunning, who alleged
without proof at one point that his
wife wound up “black and blue” after
an encounter at a picnic with aides to
his rival. That followed a claim that
his opponent resembled one of
Saddam Hussein’s sons. Democratic
challenger Dan Mongiardo has erased
most of Bunning’s early 20-point lead,
and both parties poured money into
the Kentucky in the final days.
Given Daschle’s prominence - and
the White House’s eagerness to defeat
him - the race with former GOP Rep.
John Thune has commanded more
money and more attention from the
parties than any other.
Together, the two candidates have
spent more than $26 million in a fight
to prevail. That comes to about $50
for each eligible voter.
“I believe this election, like the one
two years ago, is going to be decided
by a handful of votes,” said Thune,
defeated by 524 votes in a Senate
campaign in 2002. Daschle’s cam-
paign estimated there were about
10,000 undecided voters - and said it
had their names and telephone num-
bers.
South Dakota was one of six
Democratic seats in the House that
Republicans targeted. Others were in
southern states where veteran
Democratic lawmakers retired.
Officials in both parties agree that
Rep. Johnny Isaakson, heavily favored
in Georgia, is the Republicans’ best
chance to capture a Democratic seat.
The Democrats’ surest new winner
is Barack Obama, a state senator run-
ning nearly 50 points ahead in
Illinois. He is on track to become the
only black member of the Senate.
Democrats fielded strong, well-
funded candidates in several states
where lawmakers of both parties
retired.
Polls show Florida, North Carolina
and even South Carolina remain com-
petitive into the campaign’s final
weekend. Louisiana appears headed
for a December runoff, based on the
latest surveys.
Republican retirements combined
with strong Democratic recruitment
have produced competitive races in
Colorado and Oklahoma. In Alaska,
Sen. Lisa Murkowski, appointed to
her seat by her father, the governor, is
struggling to fend off former Gov.
Tony Knowles.
Dozens of incumbents of both par-
ties are safe for re-election. Among
them is Sen. Harry Reid of Nevada,
probable Democratic leader if
Daschle loses.
In Texas, GOP redistricting threat-
ens the careers of Democratic Reps.
Nick Lampson, Chet Edwards,
Martin Frost, Charles Stenholm and
Sandlin, with a combined 82 years of
experience.
Frost faces Rep. Pete Sessions in the
country’s most expensive contest - and
arguably its most vitriolic. Stenholm’s
opponent is Rep. Randy Neugebauer,
in his first term.
Outside Bush’s home state,
Republicans placed Democratic Reps.
Baron Hill of Indiana and Jim
Matheson in Utah atop their target
list. Democrats aimed for Rep. Phil
Crane of Illinois, the senior
Republican in the House, as well as
Reps. Max Burns of Georgia, Heather
Wilson of New Mexico, and
Simmons and Shays in Connecticut.
There are competitive races for
Democratic open seats in Kentucky,
Louisiana, Missouri and California.
Open Republican seats in
Washington, Colorado, Louisiana
and New York are also the focus of
intensive campaigning.
Barack Obama
was born in
Hawaii, where
his American
mother and
Kenyan father
met while stu-
dents at the
University of
Hawaii. His
father returned to Kenya, where he
became an official in the economics
ministry, when Obama was 2. He
graduated from Columbia
University in New York, and
received his law degree from
Harvard Law School. Obama
became the first black president of
the prestigious Harvard Law
Review. He is a senior instructor in
constitutional law at the University
of Chicago Law School and repre-
sents a South Side district in the
Illinois Senate, where he is chair-
man of the Public Health and
Welfare Committee. He and his wife
Michelle have two daughters.
In the Illinois Senate, Barack
Obama helped pass a state earned
income tax credit for poor families
and was one of the leaders in a
major overhaul of the state’s capital
punishment system. He gained a
national spotlight during the 2004
Democratic National Convention,
where he gave the keynote address
and electrified the crowd. Many in
the party have predicted Obama has
a future on a presidential ticket.
Born in New
York City, Alan
Keyes grew up
in a military
family and
spent his
childhood at
Army bases in
Italy and the
United States.
He received a bachelor’s degree and
Ph. D. in government affairs from
Harvard University. Keyes then spent
11 years in the diplomatic service,
including postings to India and
Zimbabwe. He made his first Senate
run in 1988 but was soundly defeat-
ed by Democratic incumbent Sen.
Paul Sarbanes. In 1992 Keyes took
on Sen. Barbara Mikulski, D-Md.,
and ended up with just 29 percent of
the vote. Keyes sought the
Republican presidential nomination
in 1996 and 2000. He and his wife,
Jocelyn, have three children.
The Illinois Republican Party chose
Keyes to run for the U.S. Senate in
2004 after nominee Jack ryan with-
drew amid controversy over sexual
allegations in his divorce papers.
Keyes opposes abortion and gay
rights, would replace the income tax
with a national sales tax and calls
affirmative action a “Government
patronage program.” He has support-
ed prayer in school and right-to-work
laws. He served as a radio host on
“The Alan Keyes Show: America’s
Wake-Up Call” from 1994 to 1999.
BARACK OBAMA ALAN KEYES
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Gore won Pennsylvania, Minnesota,
Wisconsin, Iowa, and New Mexico, the latter
three by fewer than 10,000 votes.
Among the toss-ups, the most important
states are Ohio, Florida and Pennsylvania, with
68 electoral votes combined. Victory in any
two of the three by either man would propel
him toward victory.
With a bigger electoral base, Bush could lose
two of the three and still make up for it with
gains in the Upper Midwest. He’s also hedging
his bets with an 11th-hour push in Kerry-lean-
ing states such as Michigan and Hawaii.
Each of the toss-up states presents different
challenges for the two candidates.
Pennsylvania is Kerry’s best state of the eight
toss-ups.
“If I were a betting person, I would proba-
bly say that Kerry’s ability to do well in the
Philadelphia and Pittsburgh suburbs will allow
him to carry the state,” said Jerome Maddox,
political science assistant professor at the
University of Pennsylvania.
Among the three Upper Midwest states, pri-
vate polling for both campaigns shows Kerry
with a small but steady lead in Minnesota. In
Wisconsin, Kerry has had trouble with his
political base, primarily blacks. Iowa figures to
be the toughest Gore-won state for Kerry to
retain.
Once-reliably Democratic, voters in the
small towns and farthest suburbs of the Upper
Midwest are leaving their party for the GOP.
The three states along the Mississippi River
combine for 27 electoral votes, the same as
Florida’s.
New Mexico, where Gore eked out a 366-
vote victory, seems just as close now.
Among the three toss-up states that went
GOP in 2000, Nevada may stick with Bush
despite his support of a hated nuclear waste
dump and the influx of Democrat-leaning
Hispanics. But it offers just five electoral votes.
Both campaigns claim a slim lead in Florida,
but public polls suggest Bush may have an
edge. His brother, Gov. Jeb Bush, enjoys high
approval ratings. Democrats argue the immi-
gration of non-Cuban Hispanics will put
Kerry over the top, and a surge of early voting
adds an element of unpredictability.
Ohio is tough for Bush. The state has lost
232,100 jobs since the president took office,
and organized labor and other groups aligned
with Kerry have mounted a paid turn-out-the-
vote drive to compete with Bush’s volunteer-
driven effort.
In Ohio and elsewhere, Republicans fret pri-
vately over signs that Democratic turnout will
be larger than they had expected.
Republican Party chairman Ed Gillespie
says not to worry. “The worst place to be on
Election Day is between a Republican voter
and a voting booth,” he said. Even so, the
GOP has pledged to place thousands of sup-
porters in selected precincts to be prepared to
challenge voters they deem questionable.
In every state, voting blocks are showing
signs of unpredictability.
Bush may increase his small share of black
and Jewish votes, boosting his chances in
Michigan, Florida and others. Young and
Hispanic voters, who tend to slip below the
radar of pollsters, could give Kerry winning
margins in GOP-leaning states such as
Colorado and Nevada.
“We’re in uncharted territory,” said Paul
Beck, professor of political science and dean of
the college of social and behavioral sciences at
Ohio State University.
EDITOR’S NOTE: Ron Fournier has covered
politics for The Associated Press since 1993.
“Among the toss-ups, the most important states are 
Ohio, Florida and Pennsylvania, with 68 electoral votes 
combined. Victory in any two of the three by either 
man would propel him toward victory.”
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